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INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES

TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1996

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS AND HuMAN
RIGHTS,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 2:09 p.m. in room

2200, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Christopher H. Smith
(chairman of the subcommittee), presiding.

Mr. SMITH. The subcommittee will come to order.
I am very pleased to convene this hearing of the Subcommittee

on International Operations and Human Rights as we welcome Dr.
Joseph Duffey, Director of the U.S. Information Agency, and Asso-
ciate Director, John Loiello.

The mission of USIA has been broadly defined as public diplo-
macy-the communication of information about the United States
and the transmission of the American perspective and of American
ideas and values. Educational and cultural exchanges have been an
important part of this mission.

As with every other institution that helps to conduct the foreign
policy and relations of the United States, public diplomacy has
been undergoing a re-examination during the last several years.
This re-examination has been prompted by the fall of the Iron Cur-
tain and the presumed end of the cold war.

Some say we no longer need public diplomacy at all. I believe
this view is gravely mistaken. First, about one-fourth of the world's
people still live under communism. Others are governed by rogue
regimes such as the military governments of Burma, Iraq and
Liby a. Then there are nations which have begun to adopt freedom
and democracy, but in which these institutions have not firmly
taken hold. Finally, there are peoples in the world who are fully
free but to which our official diplomatic structure pays insufficient
attention, perhaps precisely because they are not regarded as trou-
ble spots.

In order for the institutions of public diplomacy to survive, how-
ever, those of us who support them must show that they really do
serve the purposes by which we seek to justify them. In the case
of educational and cultural exchanges, this means that such pro-
grams must be designed to communicate and promulgate American
values. This means, among other things, that we must carefully
target our programs to ensure participation by people who are like-
ly to be receptive to such values-not by those who actively partici-
pate in suppressing them. It also means that we must avoid simply



giving free trips to people who could probably find a way to visit
the United States even if there were no USIA exchanges. And it
means vigorously cutting programs which duplicate other programs
which spend too much on overhead or whose relationship to the
promotion of freedom and democracy is too attenuated to justify the
expense.

The USIA budget for educational and cultural exchanges has
been dramatically reduced over the last three fiscal years. In FY
1995, the amount spent on these programs was $272 million. This
included a $53.9-million transfer to USIA from USAID. In FY 1996,
the appropriated amount was reduced to $200 million and there
was no USAID transfer this year and USIA has proposed to shift
a further $9 million from exchanges to its salaries and expenses ac-
count. After this and other transfers out of the account, the amount
available will be approximately $178 million.

The Administration's budget request for FY 1996 proposes $202.4
million. Roughly a 1-percent increase from the amount appro-
priated for FY 1996, but still a dramatic cut from FY 1995.

In distributing these cuts so as to do the least possible harm to
the function of public diplomacy, it is imperative that USIA look
closely at the principles that justify educational and cultural ex-
changes. We can best serve these principles first by preserving and
strengthening small targeted programs directed to people who need
them the most, such as programs for the enslaved peoples of Tibet,
Burma and East Timor, and for our allies in the South Pacific who
have been too often ignored by our foreign policy apparatus.

It is also important to cut projects that do not serve these prin-
ciples or which actively disservice them. As you know, Dr. Duffey,
I vigorously objected to a grant that had been tentatively approved
to take place in FY 1996 which would have brought Chinese mili-
tary personnel to the United States to visit our military installa-
tions and observe our military decisionmaking processes. Aside
from the obvious security implications of 'such a project, it would
have amounted to a U.S. taxpayer subsidy to the Chinese military,
which can easily afford to pay its own way. Dr. Duffey, I am very
pleased that, on re-examination of that project, you canceled it and
I feel certain that the U.S. taxpayers will be pleased as well.

Finally, in all of these programs, USIA should seek the participa-
tion of human rights and pro-democracy activists and, where ap-
propriate, of people who have been exiled because of these beliefs
and activities.

I would like to ask my good friend and colleague from California,
Mr. Lantos, the ranking member of our subcommittee, if he has
any opening comments.

Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Just a very
few observations. I am in another meeting, and I came in because
I personally want to express my unqualified admiration and re-
spect for the work Dr. Duffey has done in this extremely important
assignment. He has brought a degr ee of historical perspective,
statesmanship, managerial skill and an understanding of the im-
portance of international exchanges which is truly extraordinary.

I must say that I am profoundly disturbed by the precipitous and
wholly counterproductive cuts in the budget of this agency. These
are among the most productive, useful, significant tax dollars we



can spend and-as in many other areas-short-term, ill-informed,
ill-advised reductions will create enormous problems for us down
the road.

I just want to reflect on two items not directly related to this
agency and Dr. Duffey's work. The Washington Post a few days
ago, on its front page, I believe, had a comparative chart of the
U.S. aid programs compared to other advanced industrial countries.
We were the lowest in foreign aid as a percentage of gross national
product of any of the advanced industrialized countries on the face
of this planet. From Norway to New Zealand, they were way ahead
of us. As a matter of fact, I would like to ask that that Washington
Post article and chart be made part of this record, Mr. Chairman,
if I may.

Mr. SMITH. Without objection.
[Materials submitted for the record appear in the appendix.]
Mr. LANTOS. What it shows is that small, developed, civilized, in-

dustrialized countries like Denmark or Norway or Holland, on a
per capita basis, spend ten times as much-ten times as much-
on international aid programs as we do.

I need not remind anyone-certainly not you, Mr. Chairman-
that some of us were advocating at the time of the collapse of the
Soviet Empire and the Soviet Union that we step in with some sig-
nificant lubrication of these gigantic historic developments. We did
not. The West did not. That is why we were sweating it out the
last couple of weeks, seeing whether the Russian people will choose
a Communist regime voluntarily in free and open elections or
whether Mr. Yeltsin, not much of a Democrat any more, will suc-
ceed in sneaking in. He barely made it-36 to 32 percent.

Had we done the intelligent and far-sighted thing 7 years ago,
and 6 years ago, and 5 years ago when these opportunities were
there, today there would be a far more stable pro-Western friendly
democracy existing in Russia-not a country which is increasingly
less and less friendly to us, a country that increasingly is inter-
ested in developing ties with Iraq, Iran, Libya and other rogue re-
gimes, a country where our leverage has diminished enormously. In
the international exchange field again, we are engaging in some of
the most short-sighted foreign policy moves of this century.

I would like to serve notice, Mr. Chairman, that I will do my ut-
most to assist the work of Dr. Duffey's outstanding organization
and to strengthen his remarkable leadership. These are the most
important measures we can take on behalf of advancing U.S. na-
tional interests and we are moving in the opposite direction. I want
to commend you for holding this hearing and I want to assure Dr.
Duffey publicly that he will have my full and unqualified support
in his most important work.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Lantos.
Mr. Faleomavaega.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Mr. Chairman, I, too, would like to com-

mend you for holding this hearing this afternoon and certainly as-
sociate myself with the comments made earlier by my good friend
and gentleman from California, Mr. L-antos. I want to offer my per-
sonal commendation to Dr. Duffey for the splendid job that he has
done on this very important program that some Members in Con-



gress may not be aware of. I know that over a period of years,
through participation in foreign exchange programs, well over half
a million students from foreign countries attend our American col-
leges and universities. I feel very strongly that with this exposure,
these students not only gain an education and technical skills but
a better understanding of our social system, political system, and
what America is about-and especially what democracy is about.

Indonesia is a good example of students coming to the United
States. The government of Indonesia sent their brightest students
to study at UC-Berkeley in the economics department and the
group later was labeled the "Berkeley Mafia". After exposing them-
selves to our educational system, these top students in economics
went back and rebuilt the economy of Indonesia as it now stands.
They laid a solid foundation and it was because of their attending
our universities. This has also occurred in countries like South
Korea and Taiwan; you find that many leaders are graduates of our
top universities in this country. So I want to publicly commend Dr.
Duffey for the tremendous job he has done despite the cutbacks to
USIA imposed in recent years. With what is happening in Eastern
Europe and the events transpiring in the Asia-Pacific region, the
importance of mutual understanding between nations is growing in
importance.

I would like to thank Dr. Duffey for the help that he has given
to our small little initiative, the scholarship program provided for
the small island nations in the South Pacific. I would like Dr.
Duffey to know that with some 500 top students applying for a
mere 15 scholarships, the student recipients are going to be the
ones setting the foundation and the framework of the future leader-
ship of these island nations. One day we are going to be in need
of their help and their assistance.

Our nation should be at the forefront of the global community
ard I could not agree more with what the gentleman from Califor-
nia stated earlier about how low our assistance is to countries who
really have a real need to send their top students to attend U.S.
universities. I hope that this program will continue and receive in-
creased funding.

Mr. Chairman, I do have a statement for the record and, in the
interest of time, I would like to submit it for the record.

Mr. SMITH. Without objection.
[Materials submitted for the record appear in the appendix.]
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. And, with that, I welcome Dr. Duffey and

his associate and look forward to hearing from his testimony this
afternoon.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Faleomavaega.
Mr. Berman.
Mr. BERMAN. Hi, Joe.
Mr. SMITH. That is the shortest opening I have ever heard.
I would like to introduce Dr. Joseph Duffey, who was appointed

Director of the U.S. Information Agency by President Clinton in
April 1993. Prior to joining USIA, he served as president of The
American University, where he also held a professorship in soci-
ology. Dr. Duffey served as Assistant Secretary of State for Edu-
cational and Cultural Affairs and chaired the National Endowment
for the Humanities during the Carter and Reagan administrations.



Dr. John P. Loiello was appointed Associate Director for Edu-
cational and Cultural Affairs of the U.S. Information Agency in
May 1994. Previously, he served as president and CEO of the
Gowen International Limited, an international consulting firm. Dr.
Loiello was instrumental in the development and creation of the
National Endowment for Democracy and he was the founding exec-
utive director of the National Democratic Institute for Inter-
national Affairs.

So, Dr. Duffey and Dr. Loiello, welcome. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JOSEPH DUFFEY,
DIRECTOR, U.S. INFORMATION AGENCY

Dr. DUFFEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like, first, to submit an opening statement for the record

in which I have tried to present the case as closely reasoned as I
can about these programs and how we have been trying to admin-
ister them.

Then I would like to ask if I might introduce three other docu-
ments into the record. The Heritage Foundation has recently done
a briefing on public diplomacy and I think has pretty well parsed
out the debates that are taking place about the future of public di-
plomacy and it is written on the basis of a very clear understand-
ing of what USIA does. I would like, if I may, to enter that for the
record, and a statement by former Secretary of State, Lawrence
Eagleburger, based upon his experience both as Secretary and pre-
viously as ambassador. Mr. Eagleburger points out that, to our am-
bassadors around the world, USIA's programs really provide the
only kit they have for relating to publics in their land and are ex-
tremely valued.

I have here my last request for submission, letters from a num-
ber of our ambassadors around the world at their posts detailing
these activities.

I have often thought, in terms of the enthusiasm that members
of the foreign service have for these programs after they become
ambassadors, that I would like to see the foreign service reorga-
nized so that every officer started as an ambassador and then
worked on from there.

Rather than comment directly on my statement, I would like to
just say a word about an experience that I had over the weekend
and why I went to Kansas City and Abilene on Saturday and Sun-
day for the celebration of the fortieth anniversary of the People to
Peoples Campaign. I went for that reason because President Eisen-
hower is the father of this program. Though we talk about re-
inventing government, he did a very remarkable thing when he
took the old Office of War Information, committed to the height-
ened propaganda which was felt necessary during the war efort,
and really converted it in a very dramatic way into an organization
whose mission, as we understand it today, is to understand, inform
and persuade foreign publics.

About 2 years after the creation of USIA in 1953, President Ei-
senhower called to the White House a number of prominent Ameri-
cans from labor unions, from corporations, from the theater, and
asked them to enter into an effort of public diplomacy and citizen



diplomacy and these are some of the words he used when that
group gathered in the White House.

Now, with Eisenhower, it seems to me we are talking about the
American President in the twentieth century who spent more time
overseas looking after America's interests, not only in war but in
the management of occupation and, following that, in reconstruc-
tion. He set both these programs in motion. In fact, this meeting
in the White House, from which I am going to read some of his
statements, was a meeting in which he turned to USIA and asked
the organization to take the leadership in establishing and launch-
ing this new group.

'Today," he said, "we have a particular problem of creating un-
derstanding between peoples. Governments cannot do much about
this. They can publish certain official documents, but I am talking
about the exchange of professors and students and executives, the
providing of technical assistance and of the ordinary traveler
abroad. I am also talking about doctors helping in the conquering
of disease, of our free labor unions showing other peoples how they
work, what they earn, how they achieve their pay and the real
take-home pay they get. 1I short, what we must do is to widen
every possible chink in the Iron Curtain and bring the family of
Russia, or any other country behind the Iron Curtain that is labor-
ing to better their lot as humans do across the world, closer to our
circle. To be able to sit down with them and say, 'How do we im-
prove life for both of us?' This way, I believe, is the truest and sur-
est path to peace and security. All the other things we do are pal-
liatives that they are holding the line while constructing forces of
this take effect. Every bomb we manufacture, every plane and ship
and gun in the long run has no purpose other than negative-to
give us time to prevent the other fellow from starting a war. Since
we know that we won't, the billions we pour into that activity must
be supported by a great American effort, a positive, constructive ef-
fort, that leads directly toward what we all want, a true and last-
ing peace."

He left that meeting that day and went to a large meeting of
public officials and diplomats and I can imagine the response when
he said the following:

"Governments can speak to governments and the result, or lack
of results, are dramatized in the headlines of our newspapers, on
radio and TV. But more often than not, drama is the only product.
Policies don't change; relations don't improve noticeably, even in
the most spectacular diplomatic circumstances. But if the people
represented by these governments are mutually convinced of the
desire to know and understand, of the honesty or intention and
purpose, then governments will begin to hear plainly the voices of
the millions, even the most arrogant will have to listen."

I think what Eisenhower observed throughout his experience was
that there was an extremely powerful effort to be made and a quite
effective effort in the exchange of ideas and experiences and he
asked the American people, literally, across the land to take seri-
ously this engagement.

In fact, we have come to understand the Eisenhower presidency
quite differently than we once did. When I was at college, Eisen-
hower was President. I went over to Harvard to hear a professor



tell me that Eisenhower was a bland, inactive, passive President
who played golf every afternoon.

A couple of years later-some 20 years later-as chairman of the
National Endowment for the Humanities, I sensed that if the Ei-
senhower papers were available other than at Columbia and Johns
Hopkins, if they could be read by students and teachers together
in Corvalis, or Austin, or Phoenix, or Santa Barbara, we might
have a different perspective. And, indeed, that has happened.
There has been absolutely dramatic change in the way we under-
stand what kind of President this man was.

I may say in passing, which I hope my friend, Sheldon Hackney,
will appreciate, that that is precisely the kind of thing that is a na-
tional service that the National Endowment for the Humanities
should do. It has changed our understanding of how this man saw
the world from an intense period of really unique experience.

Now, Eisenhower also was a thrifty, frugal Kansan and he made
no apology for it. He was the last President we had who refused
to fund the military buildup on deficit spending. America would be
in a very different position if Presidents and ongresses after Ei-
senhower had taken the position he did. But he was very strict
about that.

I want to say a word about the Fulbright Program and over here
I have just chosen a few people whose first experience with the
United States was not a tourist experience but a sustained period
of time living here. The first people who were brought here chosen
by our officers in the posts whose job it is to identify future leaders
and bring them here as international visitors; Mr. Sadat, Margaret
Thatcher and Mr. de Klerk.

If we can just take the next one.
The next group of people were here as Fulbrights: Solano, the

Secretary General of NATO currently; Cardoso, the President of
Brazil; the Prime Minister of Poland-I will save him the embar-
rassment of trying to pronounce his name; Mr. Hashimoto, the cur-
rent president of Fuji Bank; Umberto Eco, the Italian writer; Ger-
trude Mongella, Secretary General of the Beijing World Conference
on Women.

There is or.ti more chart there which is rather stunning, I think.
This is from the Jerusalem Post. These are the members of the new
Cabinet, the new government, the Fourteenth Knesset in Israel.
Those who are marked by red, I guess, are visitors who were cho-
sen some time ago, generally in their youth when they had the
time to have this in-depth experience due to the prescience of the
officers, and the others were actually Fulbright scholars.

Mr. LoIELLO. Excuse me. Dr. Duffey.
Dr. DUFFEY. Yes.
Mr. LoIELIo. Let me correct the record on that, if I may.
The red and the blue are members of the new Knesset who have

been in the International Visitors Program and the red members
are members of the Parliament of the Knesset. The blue are mem-
bers of the Knesset who are now going to be members of the Cabi-
net.

Dr. DUFFEY. OK. So this is not a Fulbright list, but this is a list
of those identified for the programs we are talking about.



America's great battle today is not so much fighting the
disinformation of the Soviet Union, it is fighting an unwitting
disinformation that seems to come from the kind of images we send
abroad about America, both in the news, which picks up the more
sensational problems of our society, and what we produce primarily
in the media. Even though the world has dramatically changed and
is, perhaps, even more connected and there is more travel, an accu-
racy of perception, particularly by people with whom we are going
to deal and who we are trying to persuade, is extremely important
and I see no other way to genuinely achieve that without these pro-
grams. I think they will, in fact, determine how effective, in a
democratic age, our diplomacy will be because more and more of
the governments of the rest of the world are going to be subject to
the will and temperament and consciousness of their own people.

We have had the Fulbright Program for 50 years. The Inter-
national Visitors Program and other activities we started 40 years
ago. Total expenditures for the Fulbright Program in 50 years are
less than that of one B-2 bomber. The International Visitors Pro-
gram is somewhat on the same scale. So Eisenhower was, I think,
both observant and quite shrewd in sensing the power and impor-
tance of these kinds of programs.

I will be glad to respond to your questions. Mr. Loiello is going
to talk a bit about our current assessments which, believe me, are
really quite serious about cost and administration and say a bit
more about the programs.

Jack.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Duffey appears in the appendix.]
Mr. LOIELLO. Thank you, Dr. Duffey, Mr. Chairman, members of

the committee.

STATEMENT OF JOHN P. LOIELLO, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, BU-
REAU OF EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS, U.S. IN-
FORMATION AGENCY
Mr. LowL1.o. Dr. Duffey, in his prepared statement, I think, lays

out very cogently and persuasively, particularly in the first two
pages, the rationale and relevance of government's role in ex-
changes, taking up some of the points, indeed, that Chairman
Smith has mentioned in his opening remarks.

There is a changed environment as a result of the end of the cold
war both abroad and here. The Chairman has already mentioned
some of the pressing issues from abroad and the Director raises
those as well. But here at home, there is a constellation of forces
at work. And, they quite frankly, give the lie to the presumption
that one finds frequently in the media that the American people
are less engaged in foreign affairs when, indeed, there is a plethora
of examples where they are more engaged-whether it is in ethnic
activities which affect foreign policy issues, economic issues, global
issues, et cetera. And so public diplomacy, ironically, as indeed the
Chairman has pointed out, as we are reducing our funding, is real-
ly coming into its own and there is at work here an important dy-
namic and an important opportunity.

Now, Secretary Christopher in the past has made reference to
the need for an America's desk at the State Department. I would
say that, quite frankly, in mobilizing this new dynamic which is at



play in the United States and abroad, we already have that and
that, of course, is the U.S. Information Agency and through our ex-
changes.

Why is that? Because, as Dr. Duffey has just mentioned, we have
built up an impressive array of networks. We conduct our programs
with more than a thousand private sector organizations. Some of
those are even represented in this room today, as I noticed when
I came in, such as the National Council for International Visitors,
which works on our international visitors program which the Direc-
tor has just made reference to.

Each year almost a million Americans come in contact with, in-
fluence or are affected by our International Visitors Program and
we do this, like I said, through a network such as the NCIV's,
through, of course, the Fuibright Commissions abroad, and, of
course, our very capable USIA posts overseas. And this is in fulfill-
ment, quite frankly, of the Fulbright-Hays Act which looks toward
a dual mandate. The agency, when it comes to exchanges and
training, is Janus-faced. It looks abroad and engages the American
people.

And, as Dr. Duffey points out in his testimony, the new para-
digm, the new model, quite frankly-newer emphasis-is on the
catalytic and focusing and facilitator role rather than necessarilyjust the provider and the funder. And as a catalyst and as a fo-

cuser, we look at two particular ways. First of all, themes and pro-
grams that catalyze issues in the national interest and, second, re-
sources-both personnel and financial.

Let me say a word about themes. In 1993 and 1994, the agency
held two very important conferences-the first one in St. Louis and
the next one in Atlanta. The one in St. Louis centered on the issue
of focusing public and private resources on the newly independent
states of the Soviet Union. Then majority leader Gephardt and
then minority leader Gingrich participated actively in that pro-
gram.

As a result of that, a number of projects involving the private
sector came into effect. But probably the most notable one is Busi-
ness For Russia. Business For Russia has engaged networks that
we already had in existence--our Councils for International Visi-
tors, more than 13 of those, and 18 NGO's abroad. Under this pro-
gram, more than 1400 participants have come-small businesses,
medium-sized businesses-and been served with 5- and 6-week in-
ternships in more than 30 cities of the United States. More than
2,000 business hosts across the country have opened up their com-
panies to these interns and more than 2,000 citizens, demonstrat-
ing the strength of American voluntarism participated in home
We" chart that is on the easel right now speaks to that. It shows

on the left Edward Veygandt, who is the general director of the
construction company, Stroytex, and a Business For Russia partici-
pant, standing before one of his current projects, the First Catholic
Church in the city of Chelyabinsk. Stroytex is building the church
at the request of the German religious community of that city and
through financing by the local community.

Now, founded in 1992, that company has approximately 270 em-
ployees and specializes in the construction of apartment buildings,



schools, hospitals and Mr. Veygandt interned at the construction
firm of Parsons McKenna Incorporated in Syracuse, New York and
was hosted by the International Visitors Center of Syracuse during
that internship program.

Similarly, with regard to the Atlanta conference, which centered
on South Africa, more than three dozen discrete projects emerged
from that important conference involving the private sector. To give
you one example, it gave encouragement toward an affinity group
of foundations to do work in South Africa in post-apartheid South
Africa. But, as I said, a catalyst and focuser of themes but also of
resources.

If I could see the next chart, please.
It shows U.S. Information Agency exchanges from the context of

a private and public partnership and it shows the figures for 1995.
The blue, which is the U.S. Information Agency's appropriation, ac-
counts for 46.5 percent. The green-and, again, this is for 1995-
indicates other agency transfers, for a total of 16.8 percent. The red
is the foreign governments' contribution, principally to the Ful-
bright Program. And the large yellow section is private sector with
regard to all of our programs.

Now, in 1995, as you can see, the split is basically 63 percent
governmental, 37 percent from foreign governments and the pri-
vate sector. This is important, first of all, because of how we are
leveraging. But it is important to point out in 2 years, we have
changed that equation from 75/25 to 63/37 and our preliminary
reckoning for this year will show that it will be 60/40 percent. And
the most important thing is the expansion of the pie, not only in
percentage terms but in real dollar terms from the private sector.

Mr. SMITH. If you could yielL briefly, how much has the private
sector gone up?

Mr. LOIELIO. This year, just the yellow is 30 percent.
Mr. SMITH. No, in dollars.
Mr. LoIErAio. Oh, yes. It was $174.2 million. In 1994, it was

$146.4 million.
Mr. SMITH. But, in 1996, we do not have a sense of-
Mr. LoIEllo. Not yet, sir.
Mr. SMITH. It is too soon to say.
Mr. LOIEiLiO. Except that we are pretty sure that the division is

going to be 60/40.
Mr. SMITH. OK.
Mr. LOIELLO. Thank you.
The important thing, if I may say just a brief comment about the

private sector partnership and what is so new about it-and the di-
rector takes up this issue in his opening statement-is that there
is a new partnership in play here. Whereas previously, whether it
was in our Fulbright Commissions or any of our other programs,
we put together programs and then went out where we wanted or
needed private sector funding, now the private sector is engaged
more directly in the design of such activities. And so we are not
putting, necessarily, finished products before them. And, quite
frankly, this goes to the central fact that the private sector-at
least in this particular area of activity-trains and educates people
and so do we in government and, indeed, in academia, and we look
for the commonalities of interest. And; as the Director said, society



is well-served when government-the NGO's and corporations-
synergistically serve the interests of each other.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, taking up the main issue at hand,
the U.S. Information Agency, through its exchanges, engages in
policy-driven activities both of a short- and long-term purpose. We
are equipped, in my view, to deal with the challenges which you
and the Director have mentioned externally and, more importantly,
to take advantage of the opportunities by the greater engagement
and involvement of our fellow citizens in international affairs. As
the Director says in his remarks, the true connections between peo-
ples is people-to-people, not necessarily government-to-government.
And, in my view, for government to ignore this important respon-
sibility is not in the national interest and it would be unfortunate
for us to cut back fur, her because at the very point where we are,
leveraging this additional money, we cannot continue to leverage if
the private sector believes that they are simply being asked to re-
place the government.

Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Dr. Loiello, thank you very much for your statement.

And, Dr. Duffey, your full statement and your numerous submis-
sions will be made a part of the record.

I would also like to make a part of the record a letter we received
from Sir Geoffrey Henry, the Prime Minister of the Cook Islands.
The Prime Minister has written in support of the South Pacific pro-
gram and he does present some firsthand evidence of the contribu-
tions made by one research chemist who went through the pro-
gram. And, without objection, these submissions will be made a
part of the record.

I would like to recognize the distinguished chairman of the full
committee, Mr. Gilman.

[Materials submitted for the record appear in the appendix.]
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I want to welcome

our panelists and particularly our director, Joe Duffey. I commend
you for holding the hearing on International Exchanges at this
time. Next year, we will be drafting the FYs 1998 and 1999 author-
ization bill and this hearing record should assist us in developing
the policy direction for exchange programs.

Exchange programs, of course, have been constructive in building
sound international relationships and are an effective tool of public
diplomacy. These programs, though, should be viewed as a long-
term strategy that cultivates an appreciation of American values in
present and future leaders of other nations. Such interchange also
enriches the information on which foreign policy will be based.

USIA has a mandatee to coordinate all of the international ex-
change activities of our government. Yet, in reality, this appears to
be limited to the compilation of annual reports. This is probably in-
evitable in view of the lack of a formal coordinated administrative
structure and the separate authorities and appropriation streams
for the othe- programs. However, I am concerned that the govern-
ment-wide cooperation issues, because of the proliferation of our ex-
change programs through other agencies and departments, the
growth outside the foreign affairs structure, raises the question of
how a coherent exchange policy can be developed and effectively co-
ordinated.



About 18 months ago, USIA ivi'iated, through the Vice Presi-
dent's National Performance Review Office, a government-wide re-
view of exchange programs. The purpose of that review was to ex-
pose the universe of government expenditures on international ex-
changes to identify and eliminate duplication and establish a more
informed policy for this kind of government activity. This study
would have built upon an earlier 1993 GAO report requested by
this committee that identified some 16 agencies who were running
about 75 different exchange programs and spending about $660
million a year.

At the same time, USIA, the lead agency for exchanges, ac-
counted for less than 30 percent of that total. While I strongly en-
courage the NPR process to move forward, it seems to have ground
to a halt over a year ago and has been left to languish. It is an
unfortunate consequence of the weakness of the National Perform-
ance Review process and with the increasing squeeze on the Inter-
national Affairs budget function, true coordination among the agen-
cies and the Office of Management and Budgeting process, I think,
should be designed. It was our hope that the National Performance
Review Office would facilitate this advancement. It should be re-
flected in the FY 1997 President's Budget Request.

Instead, in the absence of the Administration's recommendations,
I believe it is an uphill fight for sufficient funding for this activity
since it has to compete with so many domestic programs. Address-
ing the agencies that this committee is responsible for, I hope that
the promises and intentions expressed by AID and USIA to coordi-
nate their exchange activities will, in fact, take place. It is impor-
tant to note that we must take a serious look at the adjusting pro-
grams and resources to maximize the expertise within each agency.

Last, Mr. Chairman, I understand that AID was invited to testify
today but refused. Is that correct?

Mr. SMITH. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GILMAN. That is unfortunate.
Mr. SMITH. We also just note for the record that we had asked

that the Vice President's National Performance Review send some-
body up to give us an update as to what they are doing and they,
too, declined.

Mr. IJLMAN. Mr. Chairman, that is unfortunate since AID has
supposedly been working with USIA on the issues of duplication
and in approving program coordination. It would have been inform-
ative for AID to update our committee on the progress of these is-
sues.

So I am pleased that you have arranged this hearing today and,
if I might ask a question of Dr. Duffey

Mr. SMITH. Please do.
Mr. GILMAN. Dr. Duffey, as you know, we are concerned about

the duplication, as I indicated, between AID and USIA. There is
also the issue of which agency is best suited to carry out these pro-
grams which, as you know, I do not think that decision should be
driven by who holds the money but by which agency has the exper-
tise in a given area.

In March, you and Mr. Atwood jointly signed a letter describing
areas of expertise and future steps for coordination. In that letter
it states, and I quote, 'The agencies will work together to ensure



programs are well managed and fully coordinated and that the
agencies will study more closely the common elements in the pro-
gram and that the agencies will continue to work to clarify their
differing exchanges and training objectives and approaches and the
agencies are looking into the creation of joint staff teams to im-
prove coordination and that both agencies will collaborate on meth-
ods to leverage more private sector support." AID noted they were
considering withdrawing from long-term general undergraduate
academic training.

Can you tell us, Dr. Duffey, what progress has been made on
those objectives and goals?

Dr. DUFFEY. I think we have made some progress, Mr. Chair-
man. I am going to ask Mr. Loiello in a moment to talk about the
kind of sessions that have been held. I just want to say a word first
about this amazing proliferation of exchange activities in recent
years and USIA did take the initiative in doing a more comprehen-
sive report and seeking as much information as we could get about
this.

Leaving apart the problem it now poses us which we must work
our way through-as I say, Mr. Loiello can talk about how we are
working with AID-I think that the fact that the proliferated so
much is a testimony to how effective an activity &is is. How lim-
ited government-to-government, diplomat-to-diplomat statements
and papers and agreements are.

Of ali the various techniques that have been used-contracting
with large contractors to do certain tasks-it has seemed to me to
have emerged as sort of conventional wisdom out of recent experi-
ence that this is the most effective way and Mr. Loiello can say a
word about the meetings that have taken place. Mr. Atwood and
I began the process and it has continued. If you could tell us where
it is now, Jack.

Mr. LOIELLO. Well, yes, Mr. Chairman. We very much appreciate
your involvement in this very important issue of duplication.

You mentioned, first of all, the report. We have found much more
responsivity on behalf of the other agencies engaged in this activ-
ity. In fact, 38 reported last year and there will be 40 this year.

But the important issue with regard to USAID is one that we
have taken very, yery seriously following Administrator Atwood
and Director Duffey's lead. I now co-chair as associate director with
Ambassador Sally Shelton Colby, the assistant administrator of
USAID for Global Programs, a task force and the first meeting of
that took place last week and, as a part of its agenda, looked at
four specific areas of cooperation. One was using our networks of
the Fulbright Commissions more effectively, first of all, in those
countries in which both there is a USAID presence as well as in
those countries in whicb, to use the USAID term, they will soon be
graduating and that there will not be a regular presence of USAID
officers.

We have some good examples of such cooperation, Mr. Chairman,
in Cyprus and in Egypt but we need to extend that further and we
found, from our point of view-from the point of view, I think, of
the American taxpayer-a great receptivity on this issue.

A second area was English language teaching. This is not a
major issue, a major expenditure, of funding by our agency. We are



primarily involved through our English language officers abroad
and advice to the field and advice to experts and advice to-min-
istries of education. But already we have existing an interagency
committee on this with the Department of Defense, which is very
much engaged in this activity, as well as the Peace Corps. And now
AID will also be engaged in that as well.

So this is a beginning, Mr. Chairman. We look to further co-
operation. The exchanges coordination also. We have asked that
AID give us a better view since they feel that they have not been
able to give how they leverage funding as well and so they are
going to be looking at new ways to provide us with other informa-
tion.

Let me say, though, Mr. Chairman, that this relationship with
AID, of course, is critical because, between the two of us, we ac-
count for approximately half-a little more than half-of the ex-
changes activity. But I also co-chair an interagency group with
David Longnecker who is the Assistant Secretary for Post-Second-
ary Education at the Department of Education. We have also ex-
pended these kinds of activities with Lauri Fitz-Pegado at the Com-
merce Department, so there is complementarity with the Foreign
Commercial Service; with Judith Huemann, who is an Assistant
Secretary of Education and other agencies.

There is a lot more that we have to do, Mr. Chairman. There is
no question about this. From the point of view of duplication, the
Director has pointed out how this evolved. It also evolved, though-
going back to what Chairman Smith said at the very beginning-
as a result of the cold war. There were many people who were com-
mitted to the idea of exchanges and who did not sit on this august
committee or did not sit on the appropriating committee and so
programs proliferated and exist now in probably about four dozen
different agencies.

Mr. GILJMAN. Thank you very much.
Just one follow-up. What has happened to the National Policy

Review of all of this?
Mr. LoIELLo. Well, I know they are about to do their annual re-

port, Mr. Gilman. They asked for additional information from us.
The task force that was created more than 2 years ago has not

been particularly active recently, leaving it up to the individual
agencies to coordinate themselves.

Mr. GILMAN. In other words, nothing is happening with
Mr. LOIELLO. I would not say nothing is happening. As I said,

giving you our report on what we are trying to do with USAID, we
are trying to deal with the issues of duplication first among the two
larger agencies.

Yes, we would like more cooperation on this activity. Yes, we
would- like to be looking more effectively at reducing duplication.
But I think we have taken a giant step in the process that I have
just laid out.

Mr. GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. The Chair recognizes Mr. Faleomavaega and he will

take the chair while Mr. Gilman and I vote. I will be right back.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA [PRESIDING]. This is ore of the privileges ex-

tended to the five delegates from the Commonwealths of Puerto
Rico and District of Columbia and others.



Dr. Duffey, there are some questions I wanted to share with you
for the record.

As you know, with all those advocating for cutbacks in foreign af-
fairs because of the deficit, can you state for the record exactly
what, USIA does for America as far as the world is concerned?

Dr. DuFFEY. Let me, first of all, refer
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. If an American was to come to me making

$15,000 a year and say, "How come my money is going overseas to
educate these foreigners? Why can't it help me with my needs here
and my family?" How do you answer him?

Dr. DUFFEY. Well, first of all, in many ways, I think it does help
the lives of all Americans. We have a very significant interest in
stability around the world.

Dwight Eisenhower talked a lot about peace. We do not really
talk about peace today as much as we should. I guess we have
come to understand that the threat we confront now in the post-
cold war world is not so much the imminent threat of war with an
opposing power. That could happen. But it is unlikely at the
present time. But any major conflict in any part of the world draws
the United States in now and draws in its resources. It often draws
the country in in reconstruction because we have an interest
around the world in some kind of order and civility. I believe this
is directly related to our security. I think it also is very much relat-
ed to the alternative, which would be the possibility of major ex-
penditures-arming ourselves, arming others, doing the kind of
things that are very expensive.

We have an enormous interest in how this country is perceived
and understood. I think sometimes we are a bit complacent about
that. We are aggressively moving to try to create a world in which
there is an understanding and appreciation of the way our institu-
tions work. But they are not always going to be perceived by other
countries.

But to give you an example, the tax system in the United States,
which encourages individuals to contribute and disburses power
and programs widely to build strong private institutions, is some-
thing that very few countries in the world have adopted--even
rather sophisticated countries in Europe. France and Germany
have not yet adopted this. We think that any society that takes
this approach is healthy.

The fact is that we have in this country a balance of powers, a
very difficult concept but I think one that best serves the whole
public. The Chairman mentioned earlier military exchanges. Part
of what I believe we have been trying to do in that area is to pro-
vide a model for civilian control of the military-something that is
viewed by military establishments in other countries as a great
threat. I believe in China, for example, the way the society is going,
that in the next recessionary period, the Chinese people are going
to ask questions about the size and cost of the military.

If there is not some understanding on the behalf of the military
that, in fact, it is not the end of the world to have a professional
military-it is a very powerful witness to come to this country and
see that civilians are in charge of overall policy for the military.
That is a concept in which we have a great interest because it will
affect the size of armies and social policies.



So I think I would say, understanding that question about many
Federal expenditures, a little more confident at this pointwith
USIA, which I think has led in trimming and asking new ques-
tions. We have reduced at least 20 percent, and sometimes 25 per-
cent, every personnel unit in the agency. I think we are, perhaps,
one of the few agencies that started to do this early, before the
election of 1994. So I would hope that would give us the credibility
to suggest that these are extremely significant expenditures to the
security of the American people, as well as promoting trade and op-
portunity beyond that.

Mr. FALEOMAyAEGA. Well, you pose a philosophical question
about the fact that the founding fathers purposely allowed the
President to be the commander-in-chief. But, as a Vietnam veteran,
I do not know if that was a good idea of having politicians heading
the military apparatus. I will be damned if I want to hear another
Secretary of Defense making a public apology to the American peo-
ple and to the world that we were wrong in our policies in Viet-
nam. As a Vietnam veteran, I find that very insulting to the fami-
lies of the 58,000 names that are etched at the Vietnam Memorial.
It was because of fouled up policies by the politicians, not the mili-
tary leaders, that cause such tremendous problems. While I share
with you there are some pluses with civilians taking control of the
military, but if Vietnam was an example of how civilians do it, I
sometimes wonder if we are on the right track. We do understand
why civilians should always be in charge of the military, but I
thank God that President Nixon did not exercise the full extent of
his powers as commander-in-chief, which could have resulted in
chaos.

Dr. DUFFEY. Well, the exercise of power-
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Is power corrupts.
Dr. DUFFEY [continuing]. always need to be restrained.
In those letters from the ambassadors that I asked to include in

the record, there is one from a non-ambassador, a former colleague
of mine named Robert Potash who is recognized not only here but
around the world and in Argentina as the definitive historian of
the military in Argentina. He went there first as a Fulbright schol-
ar. He has earned such credibility among the military as well for
his study of the history of the twentieth century.

He and I worked together when the government finally changed
in Argentina and Mr. Alfonsin began to try to build a democratic
government. And in a number of trips in that period, now 15 years
ago, I can remember seeing the agony of trying to find out how to
do it right. I do not think, even yet, we have discovered a perfect
way. Sometimes the civilian control creates problems by making
judgments that are not soundly based and that is one reason why
I think the current participation of the military in the evaluation
of policy occasionally, the freedom to speak out, has been extremely
useful. But it is clear that a large military establishment such as
the one that is in China becomes a power, in a sense, without ac-
countability and, like a lot of things our founding fathers did, we
scratch our heads and continue to live with them.

To go back again to Eisenhower-I seem to be full of Eisenhower
today, but-it is remarkable to me that someone with the depth of
experience he had valued this relationship so clearly and under-



stood it and was probably confident enough and able to express
some skepticism about a lot of things in American life. He got away
with it with his kind of Kansas humility and started some good de-
bates that go on.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. I just want to note that we are joined this
afternoon by another very valued member of our subcommittee,
Congressman Salmon from the State of Arizona, the only Member
of Congress that I know of that speaks Mandarin. I think this will
be very helpful in resolving current problems affecting Hong Kong,
Taiwan, and China. When we do go to Beijing, we will not be hood-
winked by some of the people not speaking English. But I would
be more than happy to give the time to Congressman Salmon, if
he has any-

Mr. SALMON. Actually, sir, I just wanted to compliment you on
your choice of neckwear.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Well, it is interesting. As a matter of his-
tory, I will note this. It was then Congressman Ben Nighthorse
Campbell from Colorado--of course, he is in the Senate now-and
I think that the Speaker exempted him from wearing regular ties.
We are the only members that can wear native ties. And the rea-
son why I like this is that I do not have to choke myself every time
with a regular tie.

Dr. DUFFEY. Well, it looks a lot more comfortable than I feel
right now.Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Sir, very comfortable, I can assure you.

Dr. Duffey, I have a couple more questions and I do not mean
to do this to kill time.

Could you give an assessment exactly on the downsizing effort on
the part of the Vice President? You know, we have had these prob-
lems of duplications of exchange programs. USIA is one of 38 Fed-
eral agencies that conducts exchange programs.

Has the Administration focused on it to the extent that USIA has
a distinct mission in hand with a cut down in duplication? Where
are we now with the downsizing efforts with the Vice president?

Dr. DUFFEY. The Federal Government has gone through the
same trends and tendencies that much of American industry went
through in days when one did not have to ask about expenditures,
to a large extent, from the foreign affairs community. The Amer-
ican people had such a dread of nuclear war that it would seem to
suggest that we were doing this on the deficit and to continue
whatever we thought we ought to do. It was not really questioned.
It seems to me that has to change. It is not a partisan question.

The USIA budget is going further this year because we stopped
the slide of the dollar and it has gotten a little stronger. Quite
frankly, that was because we have shown, in this country, some
will to come to grip with these expenditures.

I sense that this is inevitable and is a responsibility and so we
did begin early, and Vice President Gore began a number of efforts
that have been themes we have adopted, too--cross-training of peo-
ple, working together in teams, using the new technology for more
efficient operations.

Quite frankly, my sense is that the last year, with its uncertainty
in budgets, this is obviously threatening to men and women, both
in terms of their careers-even with the sort of guarantees that ac-



company Federal employment. But the last year has been so cha-
otic. We had-what did we have, finally? Thirteen continuing reso-
lutions. And I believe that that has really just brought the larger
effort-it stymied it.

I noticed today that Vice President Gore has distributed to all
ublic employees a report and a comment and I think he plans to
eep that effort going. For USIA, fortunately, I think, because we

saw this coming and started, these are just some of the highlights:
By consolidating our non-military international broadcasting, we

saved about $400 million and eliminated 1200 positions, and much
of that was money being spent overseas. So, in a sense, it was a
kind of double cost.

We dismantled an entire bureau and created, from the ground
up, a new bureau called the Bureau of Information where men and
women work together in teams around common problems rather
than defending their own particular turf or program.

And, next year, Mr. Loiello will go further with the Educational
and Cultural Affairs Bureau with a consolidation that will reduce
seven offices into four and reduce the staff by about 16 percent.

We have received several awards for our technological innova-
tions. We have produced a paperless cable for which millions of
trees are grateful. It reduces expenditure and clutter at both ends,
both coming in and going out our doors.

We have a eat interest, we think, in educational advising
around the world. The United States continues to lead the world
in the number of students who want to come here and this brings
very significant dollars as well as talent to our country. But we
should not assume by any means-and, by the way, that has been
a means of geat influence, as you suggested earlier-we should
not assume that that is going to necessarily continue. Our higher
education systems in many parts of the country have expanded
very rapidly and are facing liquidity problems.

Other countries, seeingthe importance of this, are now bidding
to play this role. So we ave probably had close to half a million
dollars direct expense. A lot of volunteers were used in this effort
around the world.

Our staff has created an interactive CD-ROM a student can have
eventually in a number of languages where one can ask questions
through the CD of typical students from other parts of the world
studying the United States. How do you choose a school? What is
the routine like on the campus? What about security? And have the
students speak back and answer. That cost us $100,000 and we
will continue to develop it. But I think, over time, that is going to
prove to be an enormously significant savings. It also demonstrates
something about a new technology in which the United States is
currently leading the world. So it has a double-whammy, we be-
lieve.

These are the kinds of things that we have been working on. Our
personnel has been cut since 1994 by almost 25 percent and it was
extremely difficult this past year-the uncertainty, I think, for all
of us-and my guess is that that is the main reason why the re-
invention effort has been a bit stymied.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Mr. Chairman, I have one more question, if
I may.



Chairman SMITH [Presidingi. Please proceed.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. As you know, Dr. Duffey, we currently have

an excellent domestic program allotted for our high school students
from all over the country to participate in what is known as the
Close Up Foundation, which I think has worked very well for the
students traveling to Washington. I understand that the agency is
currently planning a program to have high school students from
Russia to come to the United States on an exchange program.

Do you think our dollars are well spent by having students of
that level coming here as opposed to college or university level stu-
dents participating? The latter could probably make a more signifi-
cant contribution in this critical period for Russia than high school
students. I do not think we can compare the Close Up Foundation
activities with bringing Russian high school students here.

I am curious why the agency decided to bring high school stu-
dents over here?

Dr. DUFFEY. Well, I am a great admirer of the Close Up program,
perhaps because I remember what a tremendous difference it made
in my life to have opportunities, even here in the United States,
to see other parts of the world, other parts of the nation, and those
programs are very effective.

I think we need some balance. The college programs are signifi-
cantly more expensive because the college student is not as often
staying in a home. There is a particular benefit, I think, of the
young person being in a community and in a home and our young
people who go back the other way having the same opportunity.
And I think we have to confront the fact that high school juniors
and seniors, the best of them that we try to choose, are studying
and at the stage in their career in Russia, frankly, where our stu-
dents are as sophomores or juniors in college. One of the problems
has been to challenge those students. They generally come here
and are significantly ahead in science and other areas.

It is a longer-term investment, but we can get so much more ex-
posure, we can get so much more community involvement, that I
think we are discovering again it should be a part of our program.
And I think we need to strike some kind of balance, not only with
college students but with the graduate students of the field of Rus-
sian studies which was so marked in this country by the cold war
as a field in which those older scholars, many of them, do not ap-
pear to be capable of the new learning. One of the functions of
these programs is the provision in this country for business as well
as general understanding of a core of people who know and teach
international studies.

Every time I go across the country to a university in the heart-
land, I am stunned b- how many of our universities have become
international and I think this country has benefited enormously
from it. I think that is one reason why we responded in the last
decade to the competitive program and are, in fact, doing quite well
in international trade because the resources are there.

When I was at the University of Massachusetts, I worked very
hard to build a program on Islamic studies. I went to the Univer-
sity of Arkansas in Fayetteville the other day and discovered that
most of the people I had hired 10 years ago were now at Arkansas
because they are now building in Fayetteville, Arkansas a major
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program of Middle East studies. That is part of our strength. You
have to keep working at that to see that it continues.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. I wish the same could be said about our
Asia-Pacific studies because I think this is where we faltered again,
on policy because we just did not understand the nuances of this
very important region of the world. I sincerely hope that the USIA
will look at counterbalancing our emphasis on the Middle East and
Eastern Europe, that we also look at other regions of the world
that are important. In terms of economic interests, there is no re-
gion more important than the Asia-Pacific. The United States has
a $300-billion trade relationship with the Asia-Pacific region which
by the year 2000 will exceed $400 billion. Our universities and col-
leges and American people must pursue a greater understanding of
the diverse cultures of those countries that make up two-thirds of
the world's population. Sometimes we tend to forget this and I sin-
ccrely hope that USIA will play a leading role in orienting the
American people to better understand this region.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. DUFFEY As I think about my own experience, I grew up in

a European nation, a nation that koked to Europe for its models
in education. But that is not the country I live in today. This is a
country that is looking more globally, but I think looking very
much to the Pacific Rim in the next century. And I could not agree
with you more.

From the war with Japan in the very early days, history will
demonstrate, I think, when we get more of the records released,
how much our perception was clouded by a lack of understanding
of all of Asia-and perhaps also by just classifying all of Asia and
the Pacific as though it were one kind of culture and not under-
standing the diversities and the distinctions of different-

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. I am sorry. Will the Chair yield?
Just as another anecdote, Dr. Duffey, sometimes I get into argu-

ments with members of my colleagues on the committee and they
will say, "Why do you suppose fellows like Ho Chi Minh and Mao
Zedung became Communists or Marxists? It was because the worst
examples of democracies were the colonial powers that were
there-the French in Indochina, the British in China and India.
Where could Asian countries turn to for a better form of govern-
ment when the worst examples of democracy were these colonial
powers from Europe?

So I think if we have a better understanding and perspective of
history, we-can appreciate why some of these leaders from the
Asia-Pacific region became Marxists. I just wanted to share that
with you, Dr. Duffey.

Thank you very much and thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you.
Dr. Duffey, in looking through those cards you were flashing be-

fore us before, did I see Lech Walesa's opponent in the most recent
election up there? Or was that-

Mr. LoIELLO. No, that was the Prime Minister.
Mr. SMITH. That was the Prime Minister?
Dr. DUFFEY. That was the Presidency. This is the Prime Min-

ister.
Mr. SMITH. OK.



Dr. DUFFEY. But I may say-
Mr. SMITH. He made a very effective campaign, as you know,

against Lech Walesa.
Dr. DUFFEY. Yes.
Mr. SMITH. I just hope he did not learn it from USIA.
I have a couple of questions and then I will yield to my good

friend, Mr. Salmon.
Dr. Duffey, in distributing the cut in exchange program budgets

between 1995 and FY 1996, the Fulbright Program was cut by
about 14 percent; the Citizen Exchange Program essentially is
staying the same as last year. But other programs, such as the Ti-
betan and South Pacific Programs, appear to have taken a much
more drastic cut-between 60 and 80 percent. Indeed, several of
these smaller programs have been reduced to $100,000 each and it
raises questions whether or not that is a program that is large
enough to do anything of any significance.

Why not take some of the money from some of the larger pro-
grams and ensure that, in these smaller and very effective pro-
grams, at least the bare bones are covered?

Dr. DUFFEY. In beginning to make this transition, as you recall,
we had a lot of uncertainty about where the budget was finally
going to be. Fulbright Programs fared better because they are the
programs in which we have commitments to other governments.
That being said, we are now in, I think, a rather embarrassing sit-
uation where a number of other countries have come into this pro-
gram in good faith and are now contributing more than we are.

I am determined that in every part of the world where there can
be some participation, we treat the other countries with the dignity
to ask them to participate one way or another. In South Africa, it
is my hope that the colleges will give tuition waivers to our stu-
dents who want to go there, and there are a significant number of
them, and perhaps provide home stays. Other countries are making
very direct contributions. So we tried to assess, even though we
were reducing those programs.

I quite agree with you that I do not know what the critical mass
is in some places, but in making this first round of adjustments,
we ought to have already had these commitments on a matching
basis. That is why it is very important to us to get a sense-these
are things that have a lead time-of what we will have to work
with andI hope, as you pointed out, the Administration has asked
for a restoration not to the figure when we had a large chunk of
AID seed money but to a rather modest figure for the whole of
international exchange of $202 million and I hope very inuch that
we can have support for that. And, as we then plan, we are lower-
ing the expectations of some other countries that have made con-
tributions and trying to be selective about that. We will soon be in
a situation where-and it is quite sensitive-a number of countries
who participate in the program will be contributing more than we-
do.

Mr. SMITH. I think, as you know, on this subcommittee in par-
ticular, there are mostly advocates and it is a matter of fighting the
budget committee, to some extent, and appropriators. But we need
to have the best possible answers and, hopefully, the best program
to show.



As I know you know, H.R. 1561 tried to, as much as possible in
a very difficult setting, hold harmless as many of the programs as
we possibly could, even though it was very difficult to do.

Dr. DUFFEY. Well, perhaps we could give you some sort of, at
least, first notional cut of what the distribution could be at the fig-
ure the Administration is requesting.

Mr. SMITH. Please do.
Mr. Loiello.
Mr. LoIELLO. We should be able to do that, I think, within the

week.
Mr. SMITH. OK We will make that a part of the record and that

would be very helpful.
[The response follows:]

The FY 1996 distribution of exchange resources, as reflected in the Agency's July
15 reprogramming letter, was developed after recent consultation with the relevant
congressional committees. Because these discussions were so recent, we would an-
ticipate approximately the same distribution of resources for these purposes in FY
1997. The Administration's FY 1997 request would accommodate such an allocation
of resources.

In looking at the Tibetan Scholarship Program, which many
within USIA and others we have spoken to have suggested was a
very well-run exchange program, I note with some sadness that it
dropped from $1 million in 1994 to $500,000 and now the proposal
is for $100,000.

We would like to know what the 1997 numbers are going to look
like for that; and wouldn't it be more consistent with the fun-
damental purposes of the exchange programs to take a smaller per-
centage cut, again out of this kind of program which is very well-
targeted? It is focused on freedom and democracy.

I mean, Mr. Lantos and I and many others on this subcommittee
and in Congress have made the cause of Tibetan democracy one of
our primary aims here in the Congress and I think there is strong
bipartisan support. One of the ways of facilitating that, certainly,
is a well-run exchange program.

And I note, again, when we look at what our relationship is with
the PRC, we do provide significantly more money to that country,
notwithstanding the fact that it continues to be a dictatorship. And
I know the reasons behind that-some of which I agree with, some
I disagree with.

But the Tibetan Scholarship, what can we do to get that up?
Mr. LOELO. Well, with regard to FY 1997, we are looking at

$200,000, Mr. Chairman, which would fund ten grantees.
I know that there had been some initial difficulties, of course, in

bringing the students together. But that fund has done a mar-
velous job and we appreciate, of course, the bipartisan support in
both Houses--Senator Pell, of course, is very committed to this in
the Senate. I think that what the Director has said, though, is the
main issue. As I said, we are looking at 1997 and the Administra-
tion is proposing an increase, a doubling, back to $200,000. We do
not know how that will fare, of course, in the longer term.

Beyond that, one of the problems, of course, with something like
Tibet, in looking at the kind of chart we were looking at there ear-
lier, is how do we try to engage the private sector also so that we
can leverage more money for that Tibet fund. And we have begun



those kinds of discussions with the officials in New York, but it is
still very rudimentary.

Dr. DUFFEY. I spent a large, and perhaps futile, part of my ca-
reer on a crusade to try to persuade the Congress that there are
some areas where 2-year funding would both save the Congress
some hassles and give us, in certain programs in government, the
opportunity to do the planning. You want to spend the money wise-
ly and I think that we are a bit hampered with the private sector
agencies. I mean, think about the situation in the last year. We
really could not make a commitment to match or draw or fund ev-
erything. There is money this year that, in many cases, I think we
are spending as much as we can wisely spend given the lateness
with which we knew what we had to work with.

So while I have given up on my effort to have 2-year budgets,
I think that we must try harder to develop a relationship with pri-
vate organizations that is not so disruptive to them. But we also
have to be careful about making commitments until things are set-
t"O.

Mr. SMITH. Is there any attempt being made to reprogram money
into 1996 for Tibet?

Dr. DUFFEY. With Tibet?
Mr. LoIELLo. I have just been reminded of something, Mr. Chair-

man, which I think it is important to put in the record. The Tibet
earmark, of course, of 100K is for Tibetans in Tibet and last year
we actually gave half a million dollars to the Tibet Fund for refu-
gees in India. I apologize because I was confused.

We will probably do more than 100K-maybe 350K-this year
for Tibetans in India. Those funds are, of course, within the Ful-
bright line, within the Fulbright category.

Mr. SMITH. In FY 1995, USIA spent $528,000 on scholarships for
Burmese exiles. As you know, this was a program initiated by Con-
gress after the pro-democracy Burmese, including thousands of stu-
dents, fled the anti-democracy crackdown by SLORC. USIA officials
have informally reported to us that the program has been a failure
because they cannot find eligible Burmese students to participate
in the program.

How much does USIA plan to spend in 1996 on the Burmese pro-
gram? What did the FY 1995 grantee organization, the Institute for
International Education, do to locate eligible participants? Have ef-
forts been made to locate students through the Burmese exile orga-
nizations, and particularly those affiliated with Aung San Su Kyi?
Has our USIA post in Bangkok participated in any effort to locate
the participants since there are so many Burmese there?

Dr. DUFFEY. Some of those questions we may need to respond in
more detail than we have presently. But, Jack, do you want to com-
ment on that?

Mr. LOIELLO. Well, first of all, I think those are some very impor-
tant considerations which the Chairman puts to us, Dr. Duffey, and
I would like to respond later to each one of those individually.

With regard to the amounts of money, we are looking probably
toward a $350,000 proposal for that, for the program. But I think
you have raised one or two ways of facilitating selection, which we
will pass on, of course, to the Institute for International Education
and work with them on.



Mr. SMITH. OK. If you could provide that.
You said the amount would be how much'?
Mr. LoIELLO. At least $350,000, maybe as high as $500,000. It

is still very, very early because we are doing the reprogramming.
Dr. DUFFEY. I am interested in finding out what criteria are used

and
Mr. SMITH. If you could get back to us on that, it is very impor-

tant.
Dr. DUFFEY. Certainly.
[The response follows:]
USIA plans to spend $300,000 in 1996 on the Burmese Prugram.
During FY 1995 the Institute for International Education was not involved in the

recruitment of Burmese students for a USIA program. In an open competition, Indi-
ana University was awarded a grant to initiate a program for Burmese refugee stu-
dents to study in the United States. Indiana University proposed the recruitment
of Burmese students in Thailand and India. Faculty members from Indiana worked
with the Open Society Institute (OSI) which placed notices about the program in
newspapers in both countries. Also, special announcements and applications were
sent to a number of pro-democracy groups in both countries as well as in the United
States during November and December 1995.

The groups contacted by Indiana University and/or the Open Society Institute's
Burma Project included the All Burma Students' Democratic Front (ABSIF), the
New Mon State party, and organizations representing other ethnic and/or religious
communities (Chins, Karens, Kachins, and so forth).

USIS Bangkok has for many years strongly supported Agency efforts to recruit,
process and obtain departure documents for Burmese students living in Thailand.

Mr. LOIELLO. I understand.
Mr. SMITH. And, again, I think this enjoys very strong bipartisan

support as well.
USIA also seems to regard the East Timor Scholarship Program

as a failure. A recent report provided to our committee says that
USIA continues to have problems locating qualified applicants, and
this was the stated reason: because of the language barrier and dif-
ferences in educational backgrounds. The report implies that no
scholarships were granted to East Timores in 1995 or 1996, al-
though in past years, the binational Fulbright Commission in Indo-
nesia has had moderate success in recruiting East Timorese par-
ticipants.

The main reason Congress originally created the program, as you
know, in the 1990's, not as a part of the Indonesia program but as
a separate program, was precisely that the government of Indo-
nesia had denied educational opportunities to young people in East
Timor. Exactly what efforts have been made to locate eligible par-
ticipants in 1995 and 1996? If the problem is that young people in
East Timor do not speak English, couldn't language training be
made part of that scholarship program? And don't most of these
Timores speak Portuuese, a language much closer to English than
any other languages in Indonesia.

With what local organizations or institutions in East Timor has
USIA been working? For example, has USIA sought the assistance
of Bishop Bellow, the leading spokesperson for democracy and
human rights in East Timor, or of other exiled East Timor democ-
racy activists? And, finally, what is the relationship, if any, be-
tween the Indonesia Binational Fulbright Commission and the In-
donesian Government? If you could give us that, it would be very
helpful.
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Dr. DUFFEY. Again, that is information that I would be interested
in reviewing myself. I think that what we might want to do after
we have answered those questions is discuss with you some strate-
gies that might be useful. We are getting out of the sort of straight-
jacket of feeling things always have to fit a particular mold and it
may be that some people who establish an English language pro-
gram uling some Americans or others over there for a few years
is a better preparation to reap more people.

But let us both look at it and then try to propose, not simply de-
scribe the problems to you. I do not like to do that alone, or throw
up our hands, but to try to respond with some changes that might
be more effective.

Mr. SMITH. I do have some additional questions along those lines.
I would ask that they become part of the record.

Let me just ask two final questions. The grant approval docu-
ments provided the Congress for the core grant of the National
Committee for U.S.-China Relations, the NCUSCR, stresses that
their exchanges should be open to participants from China, Hong
Kong and Taiwan. What participation has there been from Taiwan
and what efforts have they made to recruit in Taiwan? Do you hap-
pen to know that?

Dr. DUFFEY. We do not have the answer, but I will raise the
questions and we will have, again, a detailed answer back.

[The response follows:]
NCUSCR reports that it conducted thirteen exchange projects from FY 1991

through FY 1996 that involved Taiwan, funded from both public and private
sources. Topics included Fulbright summer seminars for Americans in China, Hong
Kong and Taiwan, a study team on social and economic change, workshops on secu-
rity and strategic issues, a rural development delegation, and a delegation of college
and university leaders. In addition to these significant, specific projects, the commit-
tee organized many more informal interactions between visiting and resident Tai-
wan officials or academics and their American counterparts.

NCUSCR uses several methods to recruit residents of Taiwan for participation in
exchange programs or Americans for visits to Taiwan. The committee has included
stays ibr American teachers in Taiwan as part of its broader "Chinese History and
Culture Program". Taiwan is included as part of a visit to the region for some Amer-
ican groups, such as the just-completed workshop on non-governmental organiza-
tions. A similar stop is planned at the beginning of a visit by a privately-funded sen-
ior military delegation, which will speak with Taiwan's highest political and mili-
tary leaders about the island's security and related issues. The committee works in
Taiwan with the Foreign Ministry and with private and quasi-governmental think
tanks to accommodate visiting American groups and stays in close contact with Tai-
wan representatives in the United States and private organizations in Taiwan to
identify opportunities to develop programs for Taiwan visitors in America. Senior
committee officers visiting Taiwan usually meet with the most senior public and pri-
vate sector officials to identify exchange opportunities.

Mr. SMITH. I would appreciate it if you could, because I got into
this conversation with some of the representatives when I met with
them, they took journalists to China last year. All of them were
economic and business journalists. What effort is being made to
bring in people who would be investigative reporters, for example,
who might take a look at the human rights situation in the PRC?
Or is that considered off-limits?

Dr. DUFFEY. Not in the least. I think that the regular press has
done a very poor job of giving us some perspective on what these
problems are and what their origins are.

Mr. SMITH. Excuse me 1 second.
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The staff has asked me to ask one question here. The Fulbright
Academic Exchange Program is currently administered through a
non-competitive process known as a core grant to a single organiza-
tion. But aren't there other non-profit organizations with adminis-
trative experience and expertise in various regions of the world
that would welcome the opportunity to bid for these moneys?

Dr. DUFFEY. Our impression so far is that a kind of contract bid-
ding would break down the scale of the staff support operations
and probably diminish the number of grants that could be made.
I think one of the questions we all face as we t;ry to provide more
private participation, and that is the direction that we must go, is
trying to weigh the various values between larger organizations
that have accumulated staff and can do the programs with high
standards and having all that duplicated in other organizations,
and yet we do not have the answer to that yet. We are not entirely
pleased with where we are. We do try to go through certification
processes and raise standards and review.

I think we could give you some estimate, because we have been
looking at this, of what we would judge to be the costs and the neg-
atives. I realize that the positives are more participants. I have
wanted USIA not to become an agency that accomplishes its work
simply through contracts and bidding because some agencies in the
government have demonstrated how both expensive and difficultthat is. But let us share with you our research and thinking about
the matter.

Mr. LoIELLO. With regard to an affiliated Fulbright Program, we
have, of course, looked at the Humphrey Program and it was ex-
tended for open competition. And, actually, that led to increased ef-
ficiency and effectiveness of the program, although not necessarily
a reduced cost.

I think in a number of other programs, particularly the Inter-
national Visitors Program, we are looking at opening up those com-
petitions, both the regional programs as well as the administrative
grants. So the issue that you have raised, and other members of
the committee have as well, Mr. Chairman, are ones that we are
looking at particularly as a part of reorganization and restructur-
ing of the agency.

Dr. DUFFEY. But I would have, in principle, no problem with a
much more decentralized and diversified administrative structure
if we could find some way to not sort of lurch every 2 or 3 years
and lose the expertise and experience. It may be that there are
higher education institutions or others that could take on the pro-
gram with probably insignificant overhead but could create some

in of national network. We need to look at what the alternatives
are and I would be glad to share them.

Mr. SMITH. I appreciate that.
You know, the jury is out-
Dr. DUFFEY. Yes.
Mr. SMITH [continuing]. on tracking out whether or not that

works. Even sole source procurement within the Department of De-
fense has its problems. Sometimes when you break it out and start
bidding, you end up getting an inferior product and you pay more.
So I do appreciate the deliberations, especially since there is some
feedback already, as you indicated-
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Dr. DUFFEY. Yes.
Mr. SMITH [continuing]. that it has not actually produced the

windfall that the surface appeal would suggest.
Dr. DUFFEY. I think the present climate-let's say we were to go

out for some bids-it seems to me that institutions looking at the
recommendations of the House Budget Committee that all these
programs simply be privatized over the years would be reluctant to
make the investment they would need to make. So the current in-
stability comes at the same time when I think we have much more
awareness that there ought to be more bidding and competition.
But let us share where we are with it now and stay in consultation
with you.

Mr. SMITH. I appreciate that.
And I want to thank both of you for your very fine testimony. We

do have a number of additional questions on top of those that you
will be getting back to us. I look forward to those answers and
thank you again. I echo t&e comments of my friend from California.
We appreciate the good work you do, Dr. Duffey, and you, Dr.
Loiello, and

Dr. DUFFEY. We are grateful for the hearing, Mr. Chairman. I
think this is an area that is probably going to come back into its
own because so many other ways of working are frustrating be-
cause it has a certain frugality about it and because there is a clear
record. I must say I do not believe that the cold war would have
ended the way it did had not Eisenhower made that commitment.
I think it was a very wise and shrewd commitment. And, in addi-
tion, he invited the American people into the foreign policy experi-
ence and built a nation of better understanding.

In fact, I just learned that Mr. Eisenhower felt that he could
have just as easily run as a Democrat but the Taft isolation wing
of the party sort of drew him in-initially, even reluctantly-be-
cause he saw that issue, which is, I think, the same issue that we
have today, of a kind of an isolation, was the key issue of the time.
So there are many reasons why these programs, I think, serve us
well.

Thank you for this opportunity.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much.
The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:50 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene subject to the call of the chair.]
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee:

We welcome the Committee's invitation to review exchanges at a time of change and
challenge for U.S. foreign policy. There has been much discussion recently, in Congress and
elsewhere, concerning government's continuing role in international exchange and training
programs in the post-Cold War era. My colleague, Dr. Loiello, and I would like to address
this issue directly. In our view, the end of the Cold War, and a changed domestic
environment, not only enhance the rationale and relevance of government involvement but
prompt a reexamination of the purpose, as well as the character and nature of government's
involvement in this arena.

Proliferating political and cultural forces will challenge us in the Twenty-first Century.
America's security will require that we understand those forces. Arnica's prosperity will be
measured in terms of how well we interact with them. Through the Fulbright, International
Visitor and other programs started in the 1940s, our exchanges helped to shape the post-World
War 1I realities and to develop our relationships wth former adversaries, traditional allies and
many new independent nations.

Among those who participated in the International Visitor program, over 150 become
chiefs of state and heads of government, including former U.K. Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher, former President of Costa Rica and Nobel Peace Prize recipient, Oscar Arias, five
former Prime Ministers of South Korea, and former South African President F.W. DeKlerk,
who credits his USIA-sponsored tour of the United States with helping him to reconsider his
views on apartheid. Twelve of thirteen cabinet members of Philippine President Corazon
Aquino's government were USIA exchange participants; they helped secure the successful
transition from the Marcos era to a democratic system.

Today we have a similar opportunity to shape and influence the aftermath of the Cold
War and the world leaders of the Twenty-first Century, exchange and international training
programs are indispensable foreign policy instruments which will continue to link America and
a volatile, unpredictable world.

But the compelling global mandate for exchanges is also reinforced by the rapidly
changing domestic environment. In Foreign Affairs two years ago, Michael Clough described
the 'fresh constellation of United States domestic forces' at play in foreign policy: the
emergence of a globalized economy, the regionalization of foreign policy making, the impact
of ethnicity on policy and the rise of powerful global issue groups.

This 'globalization of American society' is by its nature empowering. It increases the
incentives, and opportunities, for individuals as well as local, state, and regional institutions to
become more involved, meaningful actors, in world affairs. Notwithstanding the media's
assertion that the American people are not interested or are less engaged in foreign affairs,
USIA programs repeatedly demonstrate the intense commitment of grassroots America to
international issues and problems.
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USIA considers this an exciting challenge, one which calls on government to play a
new and different role within the constraints of limited resources -- one which encourages and
energizes the initiatives of domestic and regional actors and improves the security and welfare
of all. This challenge also provides us with an unparalleled opportunity to recognize our
particular strengths, and to renew and build upon them. And one of our greatest strengths lies
in the soundness of the view that governments are not the only master-builders of connections
and bridges between peoples; on the contrary, there are millions of architects.

The mission and the vision of the U.S. Information Agency remain the same: what
have changed are the environment, the challenge, and the opportunity. This new environment,
both domestic and international, demands a refined, revitalized leadership in the arena of
international exchanges and training, one which energizes and focuses public and private
resources, in the national interest.

USIA and its Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs work in partnership with
more than a thousand American organizations which run the gamut of human endeavor. In
response to the changed environment, we have expanded these partnerships, built on existing
networks and together created new ones in the context of foreign policy goals. We have
streamlined our existing programs and enhanced our ability to respond quickly and effectively
to special needs. We have developed partnerships which respond to the new dynamic at
work, including the development of free markets and our economic security.

In an age of diminishing or static resources, and an increasing number of demands
competing for those resources, neither government nor the private sector can address its
objectives in isolation. Nor any more, should they seek to do so. With the private sector,
both here and abroad, a new paradigm of partnership is evolving with USIA regarding
exchanges and training which examines commonalities of interest and shared goals. Society is
well served when corporations, foundations, non-profits, and government synergistically
support the interests of ev.h sector. In the new view, mixed motives serve the public interest
just fine, so long as they produce good results.

And so, the role of the U.S. Government and USIA in exchanges and international
training in the post-Cold War era is quite simply as a focuser and leverager, as well as a
provider of resources; a catalyst and facilitator, as well as a funder. As such, we can
accomplish our goals as well as help the private sector do its job better. The nation benefits
from both. And the increasingly 'empowered' American public demands no less.

USIA's range of international exchanges and training activities - the Fulbright Foreign
Scholarship Program, the International Visitor Program, and professional and cultural
exchanges - are among the critical tools at the disposal of USIA in addressing U.S. national
interests. The Agency is our nation's principal vehicle for projecting a fuller picture of our
ideas and values in places where the main impression of America is derived from its
entertainment and commercial exports.
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In Russia, Vietnam and several countries in South America, our exchange programs are
training young entrepreneurs in how to develop and benefit from a free market economy.
Without our help, those economies might never make the successful transition from state
control to the free enterprise system. With it, they can provide greatly expanded markets for
American good and services.

Our educational advising centers around the world are the gateway for many of the
more than 450,000 students who come to our shores each year to attend college. Once here,
these students enrich both our society and our economy, injecting $7 billion annually into the
American marketplace.

Our exchange programs are investments that promise long-term dividends in the
international arena and immediate benefits to our own local economies. Our small seed grants
to grassroots organizations, such as the International Visitors Council of Philadelphia,
stimulate volunteer hours and leverage private funds to host international visitors. According
to Philadelphia Mayor Edward Rendell, his city alone takes in more than $2 million annually
from the expenditures generated by foreign visitors under USIA's International Visitor
Program.

Let me cite some examples of today's USIA exchange and training programs which are
having a real impact in support of U.S. foreign policy:

USIA exchange programs support regional security and conflict resolution. West Bank
participants in the Humphrey Fellowship program have been playing a leading role in
the Arab-Israeli peace process. One USIA fellow, who is directing the Oslo 2
Israeli/Palestinian "people-to-people" effort, called the Humphrey program "a turning
point in my career and my life" that provided invaluable management and
communication skills. Another Humphrey participant, the dire'ftor of a human rights
counseling center in Jerusalem, was elected earlier this year to the Palestinian
parliament. In South Africa, we have even reached out as far as the new, multi-racial
police force, promoting affirmative action strategies and the management of cross-
cultural conflict in a society that remains combustible.

USIA exchange programs promote American business concepts and practices as well as
contacts at the state and local levels between American and foreign community leaders.
Since its inception two years ago, our "Business for Russia" program has brought some
1,300 Russian entrepreneurs to the United States for hands-on business experience in
nearly thirty different American communities. Many of the program's ambitious
objectives are being fulfilled. It is creating networks of promising Russian
entrepreneurs who have shared a free market experience, are committed to changing
their society and are intent on expanding business and trade relationships with the
American private sector. One Russian official commented that the cadre of forty or so
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participants from his region had already made a significant contribution to the growth
of the business community there.

USIA exchange programs continue to challenge closed societies and dictatorships that
suppress human rights. A Federal district judge's recent visit to Nigeria had such an
impact on Nigeria's embattled media and legal community that Nigerian authorities
have since denied visas to USIA sponsored visitors and disrupted programs on human
rights and the rule of law. In Burma, where U.S. diplomatic leverage is limited, our
Embassy has app..iled for more exchange programs in the face of the Burmese
regime's continued strangle hold over access to information and severe limitations on
travel outside of the country. USIA International Visitor grants, for instance, are
instrumental in sustaining and reinforcing the Burmese people's democratic aspirations
and, when the time comes, will help pave the way for those aspirations to be put into
practice.

USIA exchange programs bring the next generation of political and economic leaders to
the United States and provide our missions overseas with a base of influential contacts
who have had direct exposure to American values and concept.. The new Polish
government, for instance, has four former Fulbright scholars among its cabinet
members, including the Prime Minister, Foreign Minister and the Minister of Finance.
These individuals have helped ensure Poland's continued commitment towards
economic reform and integration with the West. Likewise, Brazil's current drive to
restructure its public sector and open its economy to greater competition are major
features of President Fernando Henrique Cardoso's reform agenda. Both President
Cardoso and his wife are former Fulbright scholars.

Compared to many of our other foreign policy tools, international exchanges represent
a modest investment towards shaping the world we and our children will face in the next
century. For USIA, our mission as an agency remains the same. What has changed is the
environment in which we find ourselves and the challenges and the opportunities that come
with it. In a number of ways, USIA exchanges already have adapted to the dramatically
charged environment of the post-Cold War world.

USIA exchanges complement, rather than duplicate, exchanges in the private sector.
USIA commits a far higher percentage of its resources to regions like Russia and the
NIS, the Middle East and Africa than does the private sector. Correspondingly, its
investment in Western Europe and East Asia, where private ex,.hanges are most robust,
is comparatively lower. Similarly, USIA exchanges emphasize policy-oriented fields of
study like government, media and economics where a smaller percentage of private
sector exchanges take lace. For instance, USIA devotes 20% of its exchanges to
government and 8% k media, whereas the comparable private sector figures are one
percent or less. The private sector, on the other hand, puts two-thirds of its exchanges
into the physical and life sciences; the corresponding figure for USIA is only 10
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percent. The government continues to have a crucial role both in complementing the
private sector and in acting as a catalyst for policy driven partnerships which advance
the national interest.

USIA exchanges are policy-driven. Exchange resources are targeted especially on
countries and regions of greatest strategic importance to the United States and on
international issues of major significance for our country. The five countries with
which the most USIA exchanges take place are all top priorities for foreign
policymakers: Russia, Germany, Ukraine, Poland and China. Western Europe is our
biggest trading partner and the countries of NATO and the EIJ are our main allies on a
host of international issues. Evidence of the high value our European partners place on
our exchange programs is the fact that nearly all West European governments match or
exceed the U.S. contribution to their Fulbright commissions.

USIA exchanges are highly leveraged and cost-effective. At present, 32% of USIA
exchanges are supported by private sector or other outside funds. We anticipate that
our programs will soon reach the 40% mark, a figure unequaled anywhere else among
the foreign affairs agencies -- indeed, in the government. One excellent example is the
Fulbright Teacher Exchange program, which in FY95 supported 436 full year
exchanges at a cost of $19.4 million, only $2.9 million of which was provided by
USIA funding. Similarly our International Visitors program, funded at $49 million,
leveraged $45 million in private sector resources. Even in our modest-sized arts
programs, appropriated funds lend legitimacy and stature to projects and impressively
leverage anywhere from four to twenty times the equivalent in cash and kind from
other sources. The highly successful "Corridors of Culture" program, which sends
teams of writers, publishers and agents overseas to advise their foreign counterparts on
how to build self-sustaining book markets, is one of these new, cost-effective
initiatives.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I believe that it is critical for all of us to appreciate
international exchanges and training programs for what they are: one of the best long-term'
investments which we can make in securing a favorable climate overseas for U.S. global
leadership, U.S. trade and investment, and U.S. intellectual and creative prowess. In the next
century, as powerful new forces shape a vast and diverse set of interactions across national
boundaries, and people-to-people contacts become even more important, the U.S. government
must remain engaged in this arena to ensure that these exchange flows enhance rather than
ignore U.S. foreign and security policies.
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Member of Congress

IN SUPPORT OF UBIA INTERNATIONAL ICHANGZS
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SUBCOMIXTTER ON INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS AND HUMAN RIGHTS
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JUNE 25, 1996

MR. CHAIRMAN:

I WANT TO COMMEND YOU FOR HOLDING THIS HEARING TODAY
TO EXAMINE WHAT MANY MEMBERS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE AISLE FEEL
IS AN IMPORTANT AND VITAL TOOL OF U.S. FOREIGN POLICY -- THE
USIA'S EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL EXCHANGE PROGRAMS.

MR. CHAIRMAN, INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES INTRODUCE
CITIZENS AROUND THE WORLD TO AMERICAN IDEAS, AND PLANT THE
SEEDS FOSTERING THE GROWTH ABROAD OF DEMOCRATIC GOVERNMENT
AND FREE MARKET ECONOMIES. NOTHING CAN REPLACE THE PERSONAL
FACE-TO-FACE INTERCHANGE OF IDEAS LEADING TO MUTUAL
UNDERSTANDING, AND MR. CHAIRMAN -- BETTER UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE PEOPLES OF NATIONS, ULTIMATELY, IS THE
FOUNDATION FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE AND PROSPERITY.

I STRONGLY FEEL THAT THE EXCHANGE PROGRAMS WITHIN USIA
HAVE PERFORMED AN INVALUABLE SERVICE TO THIS COUNTRY -- SUCH
AS BRINGING RUSSIAN AND N.I.S. STUDENTS TO THE U.S. FOR
EXPOSURE TO OUR SOCIETY, POLITICAL SYSTEM, AND VALUES. NO
DOUBT, THIS FIRSTHAND EXPERIENCE WITH AMERICAN DEMOCRACY HAS
HELPED TO DISPEL THE RETURN OF COMMUNISM TO THESE STUDENTS
HOMELANDS, CONSOLIDATING AMERICAS VICTORY IN THE COLD WAR.

SMALLER EXCHANGE PROGRAMS WITHIN THE USIA -- SUCH AS
THE SOUTH PACIFIC ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM -- ALSO SERVE
IMPORTANT AND CRUCIAL MISSIONS. THE PACIFIC ISLANDS
ENCOMPASS A VAST AREA APPROXIMATELY ONE-THIRD OF THE GLOBE,
AND SINCE WWII, THE U.S. HAS ENJOYED A STRONG RELATIONSHIP
WITH THE ISLAND NATIONS. DUE TO SUBSTANTIAL DIPLOMATIC
CUTBACKS IN THE REGION, HOWEVER, THE RELATIONSHIP HAS
DETERIORATED AND MANY PACIFIC LEADERS FEEL THE U.S. HAS
ABANDONED HER LONGTIME FRIENDS AND ALLIES.
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THE SOUTH PACIFIC SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM ADDRESSES THESE
CONCERNS BY BRINGING TALENTED PACIFIC ISLAND STUDENTS FOR
STUDY IN THE U.S, ENHANCING RELATIONS BETWEEN OUR COUNTRY
AND AN ENTIRE REGION OF THE WORLD. ALTHOUGH THE PROGRAM IS
SMALL AND MODESTLY-FUNDED, IT IS DEEPLY APPRECIATED BY THE
PACIFIC NATIONS FOR WHAT IT SYMBOLIZES -- AMERICA'S
COMMITMENT TO THIS PART OF THE WORLD. AMBASSADOR WINSTON
LORD, OUR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR ASIA-PACIFIC
AFFAIRS, NEVER FAILS TO STRESS THAT THE ISLAND ACADEMIC
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM CONSTITUTES PROOF OF U.S. ENGAGEMENT IN
THE REGION.

THROUGH THIS ACADEMIC EXCHANGE, THE BEST AND BRIGHTEST
STUDENTS FROM TEN PACIFIC ISLAND NATIONS -- COUNTRIES AMONG
THE WORLD' S LEAST DEVELOPED AND MOST GEOGRAPHICALLY ISOLATED
-- ARE HELPED TO COME TO THE U.S. FOR STUDY. LAST YEAR,
OVER 500 ISLAND APPLICANTS COMPETED FOR 15 SCHOLARSHIPS.
THIS ENTERING CLASS SUBSEQUENTLY COMPILED A 3.6 CLASS GPA
AVERAGE, WITH HALF OF THEM BEING NAMED TO THE "DEAN'S HONOR
LIST.w

MR. CHAIRMAN, WITH THE EVIDENT SUCCESS OF THE SOUTH
PACIFIC ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM, I AM GRATIFIED TO HEAR
THAT THIS WORTHY INITIATIVE THAT SERVES AN ENTIRE REGION OF
THE WORLD SHALL RECEIVE A SMALLER CUTBACK THAN INITIALLY
PROJECTED. ALTHOUGH WE ARE IN A TIME OF SCARCE RESOURCES,
THERE IS NO FAT IN THIS PROGRAM TO CUT.

I THANK THE CHAIRMAN FOR HIS SUPPORT OF THE SOUTH
PACIFIC ACADEMIC EXCHANGES, AS WELL AS OTHER IMPORTANT
EXCHANGE PROGRAMS THAT SERVE THE NATIONAL INTEREST.
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ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND AND DETAILS
ZGIRDING BOUTH PACIFIC SCHOLARSHIP PROGR

1. SONN OF THESE STUDENTS COME FROM ISLAND COUNTRIES WITH
VERY LIMITED RESOURCES -- SUCH AS TUVALU AND KIRIBATI, WHERE
THU PER CAPITA INCOME IS BARELY $500 A YEAR -- AND WHICH
SUFFER FROM SEVERE HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS, SUCH
AS IN PAPUA NEW GUINEA WHERE THE CHILD MORTALITY RATE
APPROACHES 10%.

2. MANY OF THESE PACIFIC SCHOLARS ARE DESTINED FOR
LEADERSHIP ROLES UPON THEIR RETURN HOME. UNDER THE ACADEMIC
EXCHANGE PROGRAM, TALENTED ISLAND STUDENTS PURSUE FIELDS OF
STUDY THAT DIRECTLY IMPACT ON NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT --
lNCAMDING PUBLIC HEALTH, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES, BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION AND TROPICAL AGRICULTURE.

3. THE EAST-WEST CENTER WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII HAS
URN DOING AN EXCELLENT JOB IN ADMINISTERING THE SOUTH
PACIFIC ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM.

ADMINISTRATIVE OVERHEAD COSTS HAVE BEEN VERY LOW- THE
EFFICIDIT USE OF FUNDS ALLOCATES ONLY -45% TO OVERHEAD, WITH
TE RET GOING DIRECTLY TO SCHOLARSHIPS. IN FY 1995, ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE COSTS WERE REDUCED TO 2%.

4. ALTHOUGH THE SOUTH PACIFIC EXCHANGE PROGRAM PROVIDES
ONLY A RELATIVELY MODEST NUMBER OF SCHOLARSHIPS TO AN ENTIRE
RION, IT SYMBOLIZES AND UNDERSCORES A COMMITMENT BY THE
=ITITD STATE TO MAZNTAIN A ROLE IN THE PACIFIC. OUR NATION
NAR AN P $RLED OPPORTUNITY TO SHAPE THE QUALITY OF
WN R THAT ARE NECESSARY FOR RESPONSIBLE

DEVEWWUM IN THE PACIFIC ISLANDS REGION AS WE ENTER THE
mmW cErTURY.

TUE SOUTH PACIFIC EXCHANGES IS AN UNIQUE AND COST-
EFFECTIVE PROGRAM WHICH SERVES THE NATIONAL INTEREST.
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U.S. Loses Rank in Global Giving
Once Aid Leader, America Now Rates Last in Relative Generosity

by Thomas W. Lippman
%,asngloi Po~A St ffWntcr

The United States, once the
world leader in aid to developing
nations, has dropped to iburth in
the amount of money it spends on
such aid and is a distant last among
donor nations in the percentage of
economic output devoted to for-
eign aid, according to new figures
released yesterday

Japan, France and Germany
contributed more money to Third
World development last year than
the Untied States did. America fell
to fourth place from second, be-
hind Japan in 1994.

The United States also was last
among the 21 nations in the De-
velopment Assistance Committee
of the Paris-based Organization of
Economic Cooperation and De-
velopment in the share of national
output devoted to Third World as-
sistance, OECD reports.

Among the countries that con-
tributed more of their gross na-
tional product were Portugal, Ire-
land and New Zealand, negligible
economic powers by comparison
with the United States, which has
by far the world's biggest
economy.

The OECD figures were trum-
peted at a news conference yes-
terday by Clinton administration
foreign aid director J. Brian
Atwood -nd spokesmen for non-
goernmental groups supportive
of foreign aid. They used the fig-
ures to argue that U.S aid has
fallen too far and that this country
is abdicating its global responsi-
bilities.

"Our foreign assistance pro-
gram accounts for less than 1 per-
cent of our national [federal gov-
ernment] budget, about $34 per
taxpaying family," Atwcod said.
"That's not generous We should
feel ashamed We are failing to
fulfill our responsibilities as a
world power. More importantly,
we are failing our own national
interests and we're failing our own
national values."

Atwood's Agency for Interna-
tional. Development has been hit
especially hard by budget cuts
imposed by the Republican-con-
trolled Congress, where many
members are hostile to most forms
of foreign aid. This morning,
Atwood said, AID will begin lay-
ing off' 200 workers, including
veterans with years of experience
in the field and foreign language
skills, because "we do not have the
budget to sustain 'heir employ-
ment "

Atwood and his allies - includ-
ing Rep. Tony Hall (D-Ohio) and
Julia Taft, president of the Inter-
action umbrella organization of
volunteer groups - made the same
argument they have been making
for the past year and a half: that it
is penny-wise but pound foolish
for Congress to beef up defense
spending but cut development as-
sistance that could make 4 itary
interventions unnecessary.

"Many members of Congress,
especially the newer ones, they ex-
press a deep hostility toward for-
eign aid," Hall said. "Many
elected officials lack the vision and

the leadership to make it clear to
their voters that the eradication of
poverty is in the best interest of
everyone, both rich and poor
countries"

Congress has not been moved
by such arguments. Funds for de-
velopment and humanitarian assis-
tance - not including military aid
- were cut from $8.4 billion in fis-
cal 1995 to $7 billion this year and
are scheduled to decrease a bit
more next year - even as the
House voted earlier this month to
spend $11 billion more on defense
than the administration requested.

Using slightly different catego-
ries, the OECD credited the United
States with $7 3 billion in devel-
opment aid in 1995. Japan gave
$15.5 billion, France $8.44 billion,
and Germany $7.5 billion. The
U.S. figures was one tenth of I
percent of GNP, the lowest in the
contributors' group. The highest
was Denmark, at just under 1 per-
cent of GNP.

The role of U.S. assistance in
the developing world was nar-
rowed by the heavy concentration
of funds going to Israel and Egypt:
$2.05 billion of the $7 3 billion
was earmarked for those two
Middle East nations.

Supporters of foreign aid com-
plain that Americans in general,
and many members of Congress,
believe foreign aid is a big-ticket
item in the U.S. budget that can
be slashed to cut the deficit, The
reality, Taft said, is that this rep-
resents "widespread misunder-
standing about how little money
really goes to foreign aid."



COMPARING FOREIGN AID
The United States ranked fourth in the world in total dollars
spent on foreign aid in 1995..
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19 June 1996

The Honourable Christopher H. Smith
Chairman, Subcommittee on International
Operations and Human Rights

2370 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-3004
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Dear Mr Chairman

I have recently learned that the Subcommittee on
International Operaticns and Human Rights will on 25 June
1996 convene a hearing concerning U.S. educational exchange
programs. I welcome this opportunity to convey to you and
your collegues the importance of the South Pacific Islands
Scholarship Program for the Pacific Islands Region as a
whole, and to offer a specific example how this support has
been of very practical benefit to one country namely, the
Cook Islands.

When the East-West Center first launched its Pacific Islands
Education and Training Initiative in 1992, there was an
extremely small number of Pacific islands students studying
in the United States. Through this well managed and highly
competitive program, the number of students pursuing degrees
at the University of Hawaii and at other institutions of
higher education in the United States has grown to almost
thirty. While this is by no means an overwhelming number, the
scholarships will, if continued over time, make a significant
contribution to the human resource development endeavours of
the Pacific island nations. In light of the substantial
reduction in U.S. supported activities in the Pacific, this
program stands out as one of the most tangible and beneficial
indicators of U.S. interest in, and commitment to, this part
of the world. As Chairman of the Standing Committee of the
Pacific Islands Conference of Leaders, I wish to assure you
that this program enjoys broad based support throughout the
entire Pacific islands region.



One of the program's participants, Mr Tuaere Tangianau, has
recently graduated and come home to the Cook Islands. His
experience is indicative of the solid results that the South
Pacific Islands Scholarship Program is achieving. Mr
Tangianau -began his undergraduate studies in the University
of Hawaii's College of Tropical Agriculture. However, after
several semesters Tuaere found that he was drawn to the study
of chemistry, which became his academic major. Following
completion of this rigorous course of study, Tuaere returned
to join the Special Projects Division of my Office. As the
only BS Chemistry graduate in the entire Cook Islands, he is
the obvious choice to become the production chemist in our
USD650 million deep sea Manganese nodule mining program which
my Government and Bechtel Corporation are jointly developing.
I am sure that every participating country can offer similar
concrete examples.

I look forward to hearing of your continuing support of this
important educational prograL e.

7 sincerely

Hon Sir Geoffre Hen BE
PRIME MINISTER 

.. n i



STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE LAWRENCE EACLEBURGER
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

AND HUMAN RIGHTS

COMMIITEEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1996

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee,

I regret that another commitment prevents me from appearing today before the Subcommittee,
but I would like to share with you my'views on the enduring, critical role of exchange programs
administered by the U.S. Information Agency. During my 31 years in the Department of State
both in Washington and overseas, these programs have been always an important element of
U.S. foreign policy. The collapse of the Soviet Empire and the end of the Cold War vividly
demonstrated the decisive, ubiquitous power of ideas. USIA exchange programs have been a
vital instrument to project American ideas and policies among existing and future leaders around
the world.

Most of these programs started and prospered in the Cold War period. The Fulbright and
International Visitor programs, in particular, were indispensable foreign policy tools with the
future leadership of countries around the world. These exchanges helped us to build our post-
World War II alliances with Western Europe and Japan; they established our intellectual and
cultural ties with the leaders of the many new nations in the former colonial emprires; and they
slowly but relentlessly penetrated the Iron Curtain to open up closed societies to the eventually
triumphant ideas of freedom and democracy. For every U.S. Ambassador, the USIA exchanges
programs are always among the most important Mission priorities in a country. They enable the
Mission to engage a wide spectrum of the society -- from students and artists to journalists and
religious leaders - which simply would not be possible without these programs.

Some people, however, argue that these programs have outlived their usefulness in a post-Cold
War period. In fact, educational and professional exchanges are even more important to U.S.
foreign policy now than at any time since World War H. Today's global landscape of sweeping
diversity and change introduces a new but compelling setting for these programs:

- The transition to democracy by the former Soviet bloc countries is incomplete;

-- Ethnic and sectarian tensions intensify in many regions of the world;

-. Industrialized and developing countries alike struggle with the dislocation and
adjustments of a highly competitive, interdependent global economy;



-. America's traditional alliance relationships are being tested and redefined in the
post-Cold War period;

- Environmental problems which respect no national border are
an increasingly important issue on the global agenda.

On the eve of the 21st century, the new and challenging international environment creates a
persuasive pokicy-driven impulse for USIA exchanges. If we are to succeed in the next century
as we did during the Cold War, we must make the same commitment to the programs that
equip American foreign policy to project our values and ideas. America's economic and
military security in the next century will depend on our readiness today to engage the future
generations of leaders in countries around the world. We cannot complacently conclude that
the success of American ideas in the Cold War necessarily ensures the resonance of those ideas
in the decades ahead. We must have the policy resolve and the programs to sustain America's
position in the world.

The shrinking world of instantaneous electronic communication is not, however, a substitute for
the direct, personal experience of our exchange programs. Relying on CNN, Hollywood films
or the Internet to communicate American ideas offers at best an incomplete, sometimes distorted
picture of the United States. Only government-sponsored educational and professional
exchanges provide the policy-driven resource which most effectively can touch the values,
attitudes, and lives of the participants. These p, rams are a deliberately targeted, highly
focused foreign policy tool which cannot be replaced by !he commercial media or popular
culture.

After World War II, the United States made an historic step to abandon traditional peacetime
isolationism. Our educational and professional exchange programs -- along with the Marshall
Plan, NATO, and other international initiatives - were part of the strongly bipartisan
commitment to shape the postwar world. At the end of another war - the Cold War - we have
reached another defining moment when the United States must make the commitment to shape
the very different but still complicated, often inhospitable world of the 21 st century.

I am convinced that USIA's exchange programs must remain a vital part of American foreign
policy's response to the new global environment. Some may question whether or not the
United States today can afford the resource commitment to such international activities. My
reply only is that our nation in fact cannot afford the risk of the intellectual disarmament
resulting from abandonment or major retrenchment of these programs. America's place in the
21st century will stem not only from our military and economic strength but also from the reach
and resonance of our ideas, which USIA exchange programs have demonstrated a unique,
irreplaceable capacity to support.
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PUBLIC DIPLOMACY

THE ISSUES

Public diplomacy is the means by which the U.S. government communicates directly to the
peoples of foreign countries. Essentially, it involves the information and cultural activities of the
United States government. Public diplomacy enables the U.S. government to present its perspec-
tive to people in other countries and to provide accurate information about the U.S. to those
who otherwise would never receive it, preferably in a manner other cultures will find credible.
These efforts take place outside of the standard channels of diplomacy-specifically, outside
the State Department, which conducts formal diplomatic relations with other nations.

In this age of information, mass communication is rapid, virtually global, and accessible with
unprecedented ease to a larger number of people than ever before. Information can affect mass
sentiment and public opinion in foreign nations, and therefore the policy decisions of foreign
governments. In certain situations, ideas and imagery can have greater impact than bombs and
bullets. Thus, public diplomacy, particularly the direct dissemination of policy decisions and the
rationale for making them, remains an important tool of foreign policy.

A prime example of the impact of public diplomacy is the fall of the Soviet Union. The Soviets
could not compete in the modem world without opening up their captive empire to new forms.
of information and communication technology. Once that happened, they no longer could iso-
late their people from Western ideals of democracy, free markets, and individual liberty. It was
the communication and popularization of these ideals which eroded the legitimacy of Commu-
nism and, as much as Western military strength, eventually brought the Soviet structure crash-
ing down.

Some liberals criticize public diplomacy as a form of-propaganda. They see it as a camouflage
for activities that are improper for the U.S. government. This position flows from the Left's re-
flexive "blame America" attitude. Those who hold this view evidently believe that America's in-
stitutions are deeply flawed, and that America's founding principles are irrelevant to nations
struggling to find their way in the chaotic post-Cold War era.

Some conservatives are critical of public diplomacy as well. They believe that America should
concentrate on solving intemai domestic problems like out-of-control deficits and excessive fed-
eral spending. These skeptics believe that reaching foreign publics with American ideals should
be subordinated to other, more pressing needs.

While most Members of Congress support official U.S. broadcasting, there is no consensus in
Congress or in the Administration on how much the U.S. should spend on public diplomacy.
Nor is there unanimity on how the official components of public diplomacy, such as the United
States Information Agency, should be organized.
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THE FACTS

* The primary broadcasting arms of the U.S. government are 1) the Voice of America,
which broadcasts to nearly 100 million people worldwide; 2) Radio Free Europe/Ra-
dio Liberty (RFE/RL), which is heard in areas once under Soviet domination; and 3)
Radio Mart, which covers communist Cuba. VOA broadcasts world news as well as
statements of official U.S. government policy. RFE/RL reports on events and activi-
ties inside the former communist countries, thus serving as a surrogate news service
for local citizens. This vital role is unique because of RFE/RL's credibility as an inde-
pendent, non-local government source of news and information.

* The U.S. Information Agency conducts America's official information and cultural ac-
tivities. For example, it maintains libraries around the world and hosts an extensive
program of cultural exchanges. It sponsors foreign visitors who come to the U.S. and
have a chance to experience democracy and free er terprise firsthand. Its research bu-
reau measures foreign public reaction to U.S. policie.. Moreover, American spokes-
men-not merely U.S. government officials-tra% el abroad under USIA auspices to
explain aspects of America to non-governmental foreign offices.

THE RECORD

Public diplormacy agencies and media have undergone significant reorganization since the
Cold War ended. The Board for International Broadcasting was abolished at the end of 1995 by
presidential decision, and funding for Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, formerly handled by
the Board, will be disseminated directly through the United States Information Agency (USIA),
an independent executive branch agency. This emphasizes USIA's role as America's primary
arm of public diplomacy. However, even while public diplomacy is being consolidated under
USIA, its budget has been severely curtailed. The USIA budget in FY 1993 was $965 million.The
budget for FY 1995 was $520 million.

Neither Congress nor the Administration has provided adequate support for U.S. interna-
tional broadcasting. For example, the Voice of America (VOA), the U.S. government's primary
broadcasting medium, has been severely slashed by congressional "deficit hawks," resulting in
the loss of 400 uniquely skilled professionals and the ability to broadcast in 20 foreign lan-
guages. These cuts in FY 1996 come on top of others mandated in the FY 1994 International
Broadcasting Act, which cut 900 staff employees at Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty and 350 at
the VOA.

WHAT TO DO IN 1997

To tell America's story abroad more effectively, Congress and the Administration should:

/ Adjust methods of information dissemination to the post-Cold War era. The USIA's audience
is considerably different in the post-Cold War era; foreign audiences increasingly listen to
AM/FM radio and watch television, while the number of short-wave radio listeners is fall-
ing sharply. Therefore, there must be a stronger investment in AM/FM radio and television
broadcasting, but short-wave investments may be reduced to more appropriate levels. At
the same time, the U.S. government must maintain a "surge capacity" to reach foreign audi-
ences directly. It cannot rely on commercial media outlets to articulate U.S. policy around
the world. Information dissemination through the Internet also must be encouraged.
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/ Emphasize reaching the populations of emerging democracies. The U.S. has a vested interest
in reinforcing the emerging democracies' commitment to freedomThrd both economic and
political reform. The benefits would be greater security for the U.S., increased trade opportu-
nities, and stronger international economies. Public diplomacy can facilitate this by provid-
ing ideas, information, and practical experience in the form of broadcasting, professional ex-
changes, and training programs.

Provide adequate funds for international broadcasting. Funding for international broadcast-
ing should be maintained at current levels. This requires at least $385 million for the VOA,
$240 million for Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, and $27 million for Radio Marti.

Q&A
Q. Now that the Cold War Is over, isn't public diplomacy, especially government broadcast.

ing, unnecessary?

A. America still needs an effective voice to present democratic and free-market values in to-
day's competitive global marketplace of ideas. Other nations, many of them unfriendly to
America, are speaking aggressively in this marketplace. The revolutionary regime in Iran is a
notable example. America teeds to be there as well, engaged in the vital war of ideas, in or-
der to shape the kind of world we want.

Q. America's values can reach the world through CNN, other broadcast media, and many
forms of popular entertainmenL Why do we need the Voice of America?

A. Much of the American popular entertainment that reaches the world-rock music and Holly-
wood films, for example - conveys a jaundiced view of America, giving some countries
one more excuse to condemn the United States. And CNN, while virtually a global network,
does not reach an audience nearly as wide, diverse, or strategically targeted as the audience
for U.S. government broadcasting. Nor can CNN speak on behalf of the U.S. government.
We cannot rely on Ted Turner to give our official spokesmen the opportunity to tell Amer-
ica's story, directly and unfiltered, in a future world crisis. The United States, as the world's
only remaining superpower, must retain this "surge capacity." Pop culture and Hollywood
shouldn't be the only broadcasters of American values abroad. America still needs an offi-
cial voice to explain its policies.

Q. Should the functions of USIA be merged into the State department?

A. Some have argued that this would reduce bureaucratic duplication and save money, but any
savings are offset by the fact that USIA's basic role-reaching foreign publics directly-
often conflicts with the State Department's role in negotiating with foreign government offi-
cials.
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AMBASSADOR OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

ANKARA. tURKEY

May 28, 1996

Dear Joe:

I have just finished looking at the list of Turkish studentb who
have been awarded Fulbright scholarships for 1996-1997. There
are eleven of them: one is going to the Wharton School, another
to Harvard, another to Stanford, another to the University of
Chicago, another to Columbia, and the rest to Michigan, Illinois,
and other excellent state universities. As the Honorary Chairman
of the Fulbright commission Board, I can't help but feel a sense
of pride in this record of excellence.

The Rectors of Turkey's leading universities are all former
Fulbright grantees; so is the government head of the university
system here in Turkey. Some day this year's Turkish Fulbright
students will also occupy leading positions in Turkish-education,
business and government.

Mildred and I have worked with the Fulbright Commission this past
year to help them raise $120,000 from the private sector in
Turkey, and the government of Turkey has again increased its
contribution to the program. It seems, however, that the better
we do on the private and Turkish government sides, the less
funding we receive from USIA. Due to the fifteen percent cut the
Turkish program suffered this year there will be three less
Turkish students doing graduate work at America's best
universities than there were in 1995.

This is a program that works. But it won't continue to work if
it has to sustain more cuts. Although I am very much aware of
the budget situation, I sincerely hope that the Turkish Fulbright
Program will continue to receive the support it needs and
deserves to remain successful.

Thank you for any assistance tha you may be able to provide.

i rely,

r Grossman

Mr. Joseph Duffey
Director
United States Information Agency

301 4th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20547



IL348ASSY OF THE

MEXICO

June 18. 1996

Dr. Joseph Duffey
Director
United States Information Agency
301 4th Street, SW
Washington, D.C. 20547

Dear Joe:

As you know, I am a great fan of the Fulbright program here in Mexico, and I was delighted
that you and Secretary of Education Limon pledged to maintain funding at current levels
during the recent Binational Commission herm.

Mexico and the U.S., it has often been said. know each other better and understand cach other
less than any. other two countries. It is certainly true that sheer proximity and the weight of

history have made each very aware of the other, but we do need to understand our neighbors
better. The Fulbright program is one of the best ways for both the U.S. and Mexico to gain
that sort of first-hand knowledge which is absolutely priceless. It has the added benefit of
allowing participants to not only know the country but also to come back to their own
countries with useful training which will be passed on.

During my time here in Mexico, I have been impressed with the number of outstanding
Mexican political, business, academic, and cultural leaders who have benefited from the
Fulbright program. I have also been delighted to meet some of the U.S. grantees who have

made long and lasting personal and professional relationships here and continue to work with

their Mexican counterparts.

The Government of Mexico has shown an impressive commitment to the Fulbright program.

They are so convinced of its value that they have cut programming elsewhere in order to

maintain funding for this exchange - this in. the face of a devastating devaluation. I am glad

that we were able to show our appreciation by matching their splendid effort

The Mexican Fulbright program is entering a new phase here with a new Director and a
renewed commitment to involving the private sector. Both we and the Mexicans will reap the

benefits of that new energy and even firmer resolve to maintain and expand this vital part of

our Mission here in Mexico.



I know tht YOU am SUPPOrtve Of Puibright programs. and I hope thapialngb geypbeMs a be overcme60 that the U.S.-Mexico Fuibright progrm can continu, to reeivethe funding ft needsto mny outits mandate. If there is atg ha can do to swjst ieProcess, Please lot me know.

~4a~Oj4
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Embassy of the United States of America

Warsaw, Poland

Jun.17, 1996
T*he A uAdo

The Honorable
Dr. Joseph Duffey
Director
United States Iftformation Agency

Dear Dr. Duffey:

You'll be interested, I think, in an anecdote from a recent dinner in Warsaw.
Across from me at the head table were the top three officials of the Polish
government - the Prime Minister, Foreign Minister and Finance Minister -- as well
as the Mayor of Wasw along with the visiting Secretary-General of NATO, Javier
Solana. Knowing that the four Poles were all former Fulbrighters. I asked Secretary-
General Solana whether by chance he too was a Fulbright graduate. His answer:
%not by chance at all, I worked like hell for that scholarship'

I pass on this story for several reasons. For one, I want you to know that,
from my penpective as American envoy here, the Fulbright program is the best thing
the United States does in this country. As I've frequently told my country team,
Fulbright and other exchanges - like those under the International Visitor Program --

have more long-term worth than anything else we do.

The four senior officials who met with Solana are among more than 1,000
Polish Fulbright alumni; others include rectors of the country's leading universities;
high court judges; journalists and leaders in every field. For the work of this
Mission, the value of having so many prominent Poles with the in-depth experience
in the United States that a Fulbright grant means Is beyond measure.

So this is a second reason I am writing you: to urge that funding for Fulbright
here in Poland be maintained or preferably increased. Due to a cut of ten percent,
or $160,000, in this year's Fulbright budget for Poland, ten fewer students will be
able to participate during the academic year starting this fall. This means quite
simply that my successors are less likely to have encounters lik mine with Secretary-
General Solana and the Polish quartet. And that would be a great loss, not only for
the potential participants, but also for our two countries.
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Be assured that all of us -- the Commission, the Alumni Association and this
embassy -- are energetically pursuing the possibility of funding from the private
sector that has begun to emerge here in Poland during the past s,,veral years. I am
confident that these effoits will bear fruit over time as the Polish economy continues
its recent impressive growth and laws are adjusted to encourage private contributions.

For now, however, U.S. government support remains critical. I urge that you
do everything possible to maintain or increase funding for Poland especially, but also
for the Fulbright program more generally; my background is Wall-Street, and I can
tell you that no other investment would yield a better return on our precious dollars.

Sincerely,

Nicholas A. R



EMOA$Y OF THE

UNITED STATES Or AMERICA

B"4,lia D.F.

Juno 17, 1996

THU AMUAGSADOR

Dr. Joseph Duffey
DicA, United Stats Infrmation Agncy

Dear Dr. Duffcy,

As Honmry Prcsidcr4 of the Fulbright Cmxissim in Brazil. I vay much appreciate the pportn to
commit on the Importance ofthe Fulbright program he. I feel keemy that the ymathy for and
understanding of the United States engendered through Fubrtight grant program for Brazilian pla a
notable role in our bilatrl rnltion - both official a unoffIcial.

T: pretigo of the Fulbright program greatly excds its rtlative size. The Presidnt of Brazil, Fernando
Henique Cardoso, is our most distinguished &lu2us. A 5o ogit of 1rown, he rocvecd & Fulbigh 40th
amivwrny grat to lecture in to United Stae. First Lady Ruth Cazdoso also was aFulbright granted,
re rhing chldn's issues at Col.bia Unirsity. Cabinet mombrs, top-level edu c, university
presidents, istta d ohr ld of Brazilian civil society re alumni ofthe Fulbright program.

Since our Commission's founding in 1957 and until 1980, grants for Brazilians wre mainly used for Mastes
or Docoral degree prVa More recently, the Coenminioa has coetrt on postdoctd l, doctoral
rsew ch and other noodegree grants, to oete a multipli effect in Brazil's grduak hoos. the best part of
Brain's educational system We ar emphizing America student rnts, also, becw of te importance of
young Amarcs' developig exti on a global-coy plaer lk Brazil. Until now, 2,148 Brazilians
and 1.216 American have ra~vye grants hr to partipaic in FuiWMii~il Vwbeange program.

Fubdgt's outstandias eduatoal advising failitics (woriadg frocm 17 center in 15 cities) counsel 54,000
young Brazilin every yew, and play no tmall role in Informing the 5,000-plus BrailiA. cmrently at
Ameria univraities knwing Ame&a' an com"tnibutlng to the U.S. economy.

I am concmmed that, in this era of tight budgets, the vuabla Fulbdt program may suffer constraints in
impotat combines ike Brazil. Although the main funding are for the Fulbright prog= in Brazul has
bew the U.S. Govannt, offidal Brailian aolahip agencies also have bn co-funding grants at a
sigfiant leveL In a brak&rousk the Brazilian agencies have Just Inr, asked their funding for Fuibright
programs - from $400,000 to $1,339.450 annually, which iii little more than the current USG coutn'butio
for g ats. It would be eanzaba ing for us to reduce our contribution wen our prn are showing such
good faith, ad enthusiasm, for our change progms.

I thank you for USIA's support in assuring an &dqu funded Fulbright program in Brazil

Sincerely,
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nu States Denarment or State

,, .j 1, r .

Dr. Joseph Duffey
Director
United States Information Agency
Washington, D.C. 20547

Dear Dir r D ey:

On May 15, about the same t:rme I left Caracas to take up my new
position as Acting Assistant Secretary for Inter-American
Affairs, we celebrated in Venezuela the 50th Anniversary of the
Fulbright Program. Our embassy - led by USIS - in conjunction
with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Venezuela, sponsored a
ceremony and gala concert to mark the anniversary. Several
hundred ex-Fulbrighters and leaders of the Venezuelan
political, business, academic, and cultural community attended
this event. Foreign Minister Miguel Angel Burelli Rivas spoke
for the Venezuelan Government, applauding the work of the
Fulbright program and its positive impact on Venezuela's
economic and political development.

At present, two cabinet ministers, a Central Bank director, two
university rectors, a supreme court justice, and many other
distinguished Venezuelans can proudly claim to be former
Fulbriqhters. The name Fulbright is synonymous with academic
and professional excellence.

To mark the Fulbright 50th Anniversary, USIS Caracas, under the
leadership of PAO Peter deShazo, developed a special
"Anniversary Scholarship Program" with the goal of raising ten
additional grants from the local private sector to enable
outstanding young Venezuelans to obtain masters degrees at U.S.
universities. I gave this effort my enthusiastic support and
together we raised, from private sector donations and matching
tuition waivers in the United States, a total of $650,000,
enough to fund eleven scholarships for the 1996-98 academic
years. Our "50th Anniversary Scholars" will be attending
Georgia Tech, Dartmouth, Ohio State, Purdue, and George
Washington among other outstanding universities. This prograqm
has been an extraordinary success.
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The ores:::e ;nd :.-or-n .r>]rit P:,;cram :n

Venezue IIi3 :s .- enve e r .: 2.t, rat: lns. ; e
.ear, ncwever, :nsc :ur1.-.2: .n :,,enE ,tr:ort :n :3si. sn
- -. -, .. -g ,,..-~,-- ..- -- . , -- -.. ,.--.-zn 'fll ..-.uz .o A be

undercut cv -;uture budzet3ry :estr'.:2iens. At :hls importance
moment n our reiat:ons witn "4enezue1,5 urge that :ne

Venezuela Fuibr:ght croqr.m remain funded at the highest
possible Levels.

Thank you for any help that you can provide.

!frey Davidow
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EMBASSY OF T*E CiNITEO STATES OF AMERICA

PARIS

June 20,. 196

THE AMAkAS$&r$0

Dear Joe;

I would like to share with you so e of my thoughts
about the importance of the Fulbright br gram in France
and worldwide. Throughout my tenurA h .r , I hava been
struck by the importance of Fulbright changes. This
is a tim when our Western European al £ a must not be
taken for granted. intellectual excha g a And personal
and institutional Links between French ai d Americans do
make an important dLfference in supporti q Amcrican
pulivieu and interests around the glo.

Here in France, as throughout Wes en Europe, the
joint funding of Fulbright exohangoc i* 4n ongoing
testimonial to the value of international educational
relations. Dut our Commission is not Ju~t an office
which administers Fulbright granted. I is widely
recoqnized as the focal point of the e tir.e complOx of
academic exchanges between the United statess and
rrance, and is directly involved in th4 4clection of
deservinq young scholars who receive a tinder a
variety of other programs.

The record of the Fulbright progr in identitylny
potential leaders over the past years za as us proud.
At this time over 300 French alumni ar, sted in the
French "Who's Who.' 4 They include univlmeity officials
and professors, bankers, Journaltts, E46 of major
companies, political figure and leader ziln the arts
and science.. Our teacher exchange= a3 c obvious
examples of understanding to be reaped f om teacher
swaps which bring hundreds or students e Ich year into
daily classroom contact with an AMcrici 4or French
educator for whom cross-cultural undnrtnding in high
on the agenda.



Does it wake a difference that am,
French parliament who in a specialistt1V
strategic affairs and former udvlvor o
of France was--thanks to the Fulbrigh$4
recipient of a prAtlgioua American ui,
scholarship? Or that the Pre3ident-D r
a major regional newspaper or the CEO
companlAs such as Electricity of Fran e
former Fulbrighters? Or that the Pre q
National Library of France and the Di e,
Studies of one of France's prestiqiou
studied in the United Gtates thanko t
grants? Or for that matter that thei j
counterparts might have studied In Frin

I maintain that it does. That k y
French public and privatc ocotore hav
knowledge of Amrica and have America-
in academic dleoiplines cannot but im lJ
undorctanding of our policies and peo I
not signity unqualified approval and q|
things American (or in the case of Am1for all things French). What it doa,|m|

based on personally acquired informat of
experience, rather than second-hand 6 e
often than not, it means Judgments i Il
esteem and affection most returned grlni
their host countrioc.
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defense and

the President
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ctor General of
f major
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In tho pact year the Fulbright program in France
has already suffered a significant bought cut. I am
very concerned that additional cuts 41 call into
quoction the survival of our Cowuimss4n I hope that
you will do everything possible to p ttct this program
which is so vital to international ua1otanding and
our national interests. The Fulbrigq :rogram

A ]FRI]
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c*:.ebratas its fiftieth anniversary 414 year. Tt is a
time to rscoqnlJ e the enormous Impact vich the late
Senator has had on international und ez Ianding, and to
sApure that the Fulbright tradition 11 continue and
flourish.

Harriman

The IlonorablA
Joseph D. Dufrry

Director
U.S. Information Agenoy

301 Fourth Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20547
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EMBASYOFTHE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

PR1AGUE

OFFICE OF THE ANSIAOAD0O

June 19, 1996

Dr. Joseph Duffey
Director
United States Information Ag e c
301 4th St. S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20547

Dear Joes

I am glad to have the opportu ity to tell you how important
the Fulbright Program is here in the Czech Republic. -ot only
is it a key contributor to th consolidation and deepening of
democracy, it is also an effe tie resource for educational
reform.

Because the free selection of candidates has only been
possible since the Velvet Revc lution in 1989, we can't claim
Fulbright alumni in high place s et, but they will asjn occupy
leading positions in education, business and government. The
high quality of the applicant mkes for stiff compet-ftion and
results in acceptance at the est American universities. This
year's Fulbrighters are teach ng !and studying at Harvard,
Yale, Princeton, Stanford, Pat, :Cqrnell and Northwestern,
among others.

Fulbright grants directly reflect! the priorities of the
Embassy's Mission Program Pla4. iAwricans coming to the Czech
Republic teach subjects that 4onlribute to the deepening of
democracy-olitical science, 1aW, economics, history. I
believe that their way of teagihidg is every bit as important
as the hard Inowledge they r1u4  . American studies, an area
of nelect as distortion dir ng ;the communist period, is also
a strong emphasis.
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r know that this program, like all of our programs, is under
particular scrutiny in this era of tight budgets. Still, with
the slow pace of educational reform here and tba shortage of
funds for exchanges, this country--and indeed the entire
region--merits special consideration. The importance the
Czech government attaches to the Fulbright program i.3 evident
in the Hinlstry of Education's recent decision to double its
previous annual contribution to about 20% of the U.S. support.
A further increase is promised next year. This represents a
strong commitment to a healthy and vibrant program.
particularly in light of the many pressures on the country' s
education budget as it utrives to undo the damage of decades
of communist rule. Fundraiaing from the private sector wiU
take some ti;e to develop in th , young market economy, though
the Fulbright Commission has" already made some promising first
steps.

The Fulbright program is amo q the most valuable of our
activities in the Czech Republic. A strong fulbright program
ia in the interest of the Un tefi States, and I hope that the
Commission in the Czech Rep li will continue to enjoy
undiminished financial suppo t rom the American side.

If there is any further informaFion I can provide, please let
me know.

Stcerely,

Jononne Walker
Ambassador
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United States Department of State

United States Permanent Afission to the
Organization of American States

Washington, D.C. 20520

June 20, 1996

Mr. Joseph D. Duffey
Director
United States Information Agency
301 - 4th St. S.W.
Washington, D.C, 20547

Dear Joe:

Once again, I want to express my appreciation for the fine
support your agency provided to Deputy Secretary Talbott, Mack
McLarty, and to me and the U.S. Mission to the OAS at the
recent OAS General Assembly in Panama. Not only did the
scheduled speeches and press conferences go off without a
hitch, but when an unexpected resolution condemning the Helms-
Burton legislation was suddenly approved, USIS quickly set up
another press conference and saw to it that my remarks both at
the General Assembly and to the press were promptly and widely
disseminated. In sum, USIA did an excellent job in handling
all public diplomacy aspects.

My particular thanks go to 10 Benjamin Ziff, who provided
our first look at the text of the draft resolution, thanks to
his press contacts. Ben spent hours at the meetings and in our
delegation office ensuring that speeches and transcriptions
were available promptly in both Spanish and English. PAO Joe
Johnson, as acting DCM, coordinated the entire operation. CAO
Amy Bliss was invaluable when pressed into service as a
last-minute control officer when two high profile public
members were added to our delegation. USIA had thoughtfully
sent Susan Clyde on TDY to help out, and of course all were
superbly assisted by the FSN staff. Here in Washington, Andrew
Lluberes and his colleagues on the Wireless File were key to
getting our message out to the hemisphere, especially when the
commercial wire services were concentrating on the anti-U.S.
aspects of the resolution on Helms-Burton.

Please pass on my thanks for an excellent job to your
entire staff in Panama and to their colleagues elsewhere who
collaborated in this operation.

Since ly,

H riet C. Babbitt
Ambassador

cc: USIA/AR: Steve Chaplin

26-787 96-3
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Emba~sy of the United States. of Amerca

Addis Ababa

June 18, 1996

The Honorable Joseph Duffey
Dkector
United states Information Agency
301 4th Street, S.W.
Washlngton, D.C. 20547

)ear Dr. Duffey:

As I prepare to complete my tour in Addis Abab, I would like to sham my viw, on the
Importance of the Fulbright exchange program to the Embassy's mission in Ehiopia.

I know that you are familiar with Ethiopia's recent history and its cmergence from long years
of murderous, authoritarian rule. As Ethiopia's leaders try to chart the counrys course Into
the next century, they can well use the insights and experiences of Ethiopia and Amecu n
scholars. During this academic year, the Fulbright program in Ethiopia his sponsored, among
several U.S. and Ethiopian researchers, two individuals whq, we believe, have made and will
make significant contributions to policy developments ihat in'turn suppoct U.S. goals here.

The research conducted in Ethiopia, Kenya and Uganda by Princeton Professor John
Waterbury, a leading political economist focusing on hydro politics in the Nile Basin, should
lay the groundwork for vitally important negotiations on Nile water use among ten countries
in the region. Dr. Waterbury's premntations and consultations on changing regiond dynamics
were received by the highest levels of government policy makers in Ethiopia, Uganda and,
through a special speaker program, Ezitrea. We expect that this Fulbrighte's research
findings will be central to the creation of .thiopian policy and an upcoming i
conference on water development. I do not have to remind your that most of the Nile Basin
cottries comprise the Greater Ilorn of Africa and the Great Lakes regional groupinp-focal
poinLm for U.S. development and conflict managennt policies.

Ethlop&i Selor Scholar and Chairman of the Department of Community Health at Oonder
Medical Sciences Col'.cge, Dr. Meakeberhaa Dagnew, has recently returned from a five-
month research program at Harvard University's Center for Population and Developmeut
Studies. As a result of his examination of clinics in the Boston area. Dr. Melakeberhan is
convinced that the private sector and NGOs must be involved In health care in Ethiopia. The
scholar plans to use every opportunity, in his role as advisor to regional and federal ministies
or health, to promote policies encouraging the involvement of the private sector in the
provision of health care services to the Ethiopian people.

Through these two instances, the continued vitality and significance of the Fulbright program
are amply demonstrated. As a Chief of Mission, I am grateful to the program for its ,
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cousi-crable support for our encouragement of regional cooperation and the development ot-
tie Ethiopian private sector.

I.

I hasten to add that through its substantial contribution of housing and administrative support
to U.S. Fulbrihters and round-trip air travel for Ethiopian scholars and graduate students, the
Elthiopian government is also demonstrating its commitment to the Fulbright exchange
program. I tms that the U.S. Oovernment, on the other hand, will not lessen its support for
tis centerpiece of U.S. exchange programs, which serves us all.

Sincerely,

Irvin Hicks
Ambassador
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00F ""EMBASSY OF TiiE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

MADRID

June 18. 1991.'
"AAE ANUASS^0OO4

Dr. Joseph Duffey
Director
USIA
301 4th S,. SW
Washington DC 20547

Dear Joe,

I read with great interest your address to the Worldwide Meeting of Fulbright
Commission Exccutivc Directors. Thank you for rcognizing my efforts to raise private-
sector money for Spanish students. Spanish and American banks and businesses now spotsor
twenty-four fellowships in a program that I began and another eight in programs that predate
mine, annual contributions to our Fulbright budget of S1 . million and $350,000 respectively.
This $1.45 million total significantly exceeds U.S. Government funding.

I wholeheartedly agree with you that the long-term strategy for the Fulbright program
must be built around providing exchange opportunities to the world's future business,
government and academic leaders. These opportunities -- which bring people together "across
the last three feet" that Edward R. Murrow correctly emphaize - are no less important now
than when Bill Fulbright launched the program fifty years ago.

As you know, one of our most distinguished Spanish Fulbrighters is NATO Secretary
General Javier Solana. Just before he moved on to NATO, he spoke at a conference on
Spanish-American political and economic ties that we organized in Seville. He moved through
the crowd of Amesica and Spanish business and political leaders - several of them Fulbright
alumni -- completely at case among the two groups, as effective in crossing the last three feet
with Congressman Bill Richardson as with the president of a major Spanish oil company.

The same holds for the way he approaches the issues. As Foreign Mnuister, Javier
Solana was someone with whom we could find common ground, whether it be European
security architecture, the Middle East, or Latin Ameica. Though we diffed on some of the
details of our respective interests in these areas, we recognized that fundamentally our
interests converge. This is what the Fulbrisht experience provides. Javier Solana told me
several times how much the program meant to him personally wd to his generation ofstudent
leaders, who labored under the isolation imposed by the Franco regime. I'm convinced that
it's no less valuable to Spain's current and future leaders.
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The new Azn Government boasts a sinificant Fulbriht reprcsentation three
Assistant Scrcaruies, an UndcrsecrCtacy, and a staff assistant to the Pnsidert, all of them in

the area oftrade and investment. This will assist us in pursuing trade objecivs, which rank

near the top of our list of bilateral issues.

With warmest regards,

Riclad N. Gardner

26-787 96-4
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Embas yv of the United States of A nzrica

Moucow, Russia

Dr. Joseph Duffey
Director
U.S. Information Agency
301 4th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20547

Dear Joe:

Thank you very much for asking my views on the Fulbright
Program. I am pleased to comment as I know of no single activity
more important right now than exchange programs like Fulbright.

We must do all we can to give Russia's future leaders an
opportunity to know our country, to study and conduct research at
our fine universities, and to get a sense of the strength and
resilience of a democratic society. No matter what course Russia
takes in the coming years, the Fulbright Program will be an
investment in our bilateral relationship.

Through Fulbright, the U.S. Government sends highly
competent scholars to America to work in fields that are key to
Russia's democratic and economic development. In recent years,
promising Russian scholars in the fields of business, economics,
law and public policy participated in comprehensive U.S.
programs. Since the break-up of the Soviet Union, prominent
American scholars have come to Russia to teach at major Russian
universities in fields that either were prohibited or suffered
from massive ideological distortions under Comunism.

Fulbright alumni not only figure among heads of departments
of major universities but also hold key positions in the media
and government. Recently, Russian Pulbrighters formed an alumni
association that prootes activities on such critical issues as
the role of scholars in developing a civil society.

My own experience as a Fulbright exchanges in Australia in
1956 had a positive influence on myunderstanding of the world
and my own ability to play a role in promoting international
understanding. X feel strongly that Russians who are emerging
leaders in their fields, should have a similar cpportunity, and
we and Russia would benefit imensely by their having been
Pulbrightera.

Sin rely,

ring
Amba ador



'CMrIASSY OF THE UNITED STATES. Of AIRCRIC&
LONDON

;jUn~e 18, 1L996

Dear Joe:

In this 50th ar"Iiieri ' :yepr it it;tm

of the Pibright pr-j4 .Z~~.Abng the many scolrs
crossing teAtlati-Onet. 11h.vill b h e
Distinguiished Fuibrigh e~~ for Queens University- 'n

Belfast, President ,C40-,V,06 t.nnqunced this position 1~
November when he maa htii440f~ic visit to Northern..
Xreland,% The FellowV WFiL- e- medical soooitfz~i
Brandeis University, .Unii ie 6pr4osenoe in Belf~~i.
evidence of the UniteiA S ds' commitment to a. P, hCeu
settlement through -oaiga excellence. -

Ariotrner high impt lmet of the progjr!aste
Fulbriqbh.t Teacher Ex6I1aliQ !Ti~s past year vpre six,
Americans teaching- at c-iioidry 'schools throughou~t-Nothr
Ireland.. Their impact. -t'h t yon tdntsfel6~
teachers and even thi -.tlietd h~a been impressive. -

recall bne school in ac qneVative Protestant.:comai'y;
that had bee quit .-ket~~W of .iio Pro aridt-ie
us I motives in pushib llie p .. eace process. Theyrlj4giy
accepted an America~h',teadier _and in the ensuinq'cp *ti
have cofte to better "ad iad that ours is A* q'ow-aied
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Embassy of the United States of America

Szabadaag ter 12, 1054 budapest
June 19, 1996

Dr. Joseph Duf fey
Director
United States Information Agency
301 4th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20547

Dear Joe:

Rungary and the U.S. began exchanging Fulbrightere under your
stewardship at State/CU. Only ten years later did the number of
exchanges really begin to grow. We reached peak figures juht as
the newly established Commission bagan to make a name for Itself in
1994/5. The last two years have witnessed a serious decline in the
length of stay for exchangees Just as the Hungarian academic and
communities and the Ministry of Culture and Education have truly
begun to appreciate the contribution of Pulbright scholars to
Hungary. In 1995, more U.S. F'ulbright applicants designated
Hungry as their first choice than any country except Germany and
the native English-speaking countries the world.

Ym kuow of my long association with the academic community at Strf
ard %.4th "AIE. I have been especially proud of my role as the
Pu.brighi Comission Board Honorary Chairman. I see rulbright as
one of the flagship programs of this entire mission. Because I
believe in the ideals and academic exceLlence represented by thin
great undertaking, I have lent my full support to reaching out to
the private sector for fund raising. We have received
contributions of $30,000 and $15,000 from the Hungarian oil and
Phone Companies, respectively, for this summer' a fiftieth Pulbright
anniversary conference. Meter Foods has also provided a generous
contributions. We believe that the Budapest celebration will be the
largest such event outside the U.S.

PAD Peter Becskehazy and Commission Director Huba Bruckner have
expanded their contacts with American Chamber of Commuerce members
and Hungarian business leaders. Their goal is to raise scholarship
monies for the 1997/8 academic year. This activity will only begin
to replace the close to $400,000 we have lost over the past two
fiscal years. Further cuts will gut the program.

I appreciate your full backing for the Fulbright program. It's at
the heart of the relationship between our two nations.

Donald Blinken
Ambassador



Pretoria

21 June 1996

Dr. Joseph Duffey
Director
United States Information Agency

Dear Director Duffey:

I am pleased to respond to your request for information on my views of the
Fulbright academic aid professional exchange program. Earlier this week I met with
Ministix of Education Bengu to receive the report of the Joint Working Group on -a
Fuibright Commission, which is pat of the U.S. - South Africa Bi-National Com 'ission.
The JWG report stronly recommends that a commission be established in South Africa,
which is an important reflection of the esteem in which the program is held by both the
government officials and private citizens who wrked on that committee,

Moreover the recommendation to establish a commission was received warmly by
Minister Begu, who is the former president of the University of Ft. Hare., one of South
Afric's most famous historically Black univcities. Minister Bengu, like many South
Africans, recognizes the significant role that the Fulbrig& program played during the
decades of apartheid in sending significant numbers of South African students to the
United States for academic training. Many of these former students are now playing key
roles within the new South African democracy. Just to cite a few examples. Dr. Kbotso
Mokhele, a graduate of the University of California at Davis, is now the director of the
Foundation for Research Development, one of the nation's premier research organizations
and Waily Serote, a Master of Fine Arts graduate of Columbia University. is chair of the
Parliamentary Committe on Culture and of courw is an internationally recognized poet
and novelist.



In this current phase of post-election nation-building, South Africa is looking to
many countries to assist in their urgent need for human resource development. As you
know education and. training for the majority population was seriously impaired during the
decades of apartheid. Although many South Africans earned degrees and gained
experience abroad during those years, much work still remains to be done. South Africa's
enthusiastic response to the proposal to establish a Fulbright Commission is an indication
of their continued commitment to providing education opportunities for their citizens in the
United States. As the world's foremost democracy and an educationally rich nation,
through the Fulbright program the U.S. can provide unparalleled opportunities to build
human undelstandilg between our two countries, which have a lot in common, but yet are
dissimilar in significant ways. We can learn from each other and the Fulbright program is
by far the best mechanism for doing so. With the creation of a commission, we enjoy the
real and very exciting prospect of expanding the program by raising additional monies
from both U.S. and South African businesses and foundations.

I thank you for this opportunity to express my support for the Fulbright program
and I look forward to working with you on the establishment of the U.S. - South Africa
Fulbright Commission during the 50th anniversary year.

Sincerely,.

James Yoseph
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50TH AN FbVIARgrY

The Grand Vision of the Fuibright Program
By Walter Mondale

INCE becoming ambassador to
Ja=n three years ago, I have di.
rely experienced the enormous

benefits of people-to-people exchange. It
is a process I now consider one of the
vital tooLs of American international pol-
icy My experience In Japan has elevated
me from just a believer in international
exchange to a true believer

The Fulbright Irogram. Ali turits
51 this year. is the flaslup of bcliolarly
exrhanee program . Its nit,,ersu renown
AtL-ts to its extraordniary long-term i.
piact 4m% international relation.

V'.tgrnm established the program in
1946 "tn 'increase mutual m

I derstanding
between the people of the United States
and the people of other counties." My
friend J. William Fulbnght (D) of
Arnkanas. a strong-willed senator of rare
vision. introduced the legislaion two
weeks after the nuclear age blasted its
imprint on history at Hiroshima. At the
time he Wclled it 'a modest program with
an I1iIm4Xdest W110

Over the pas %ernd years, we have
taken special note of many 50th anniver.
..'-s. often in a spirit of .somber vL.-
iimIIsramImnI: the attack i mIk-an Hailxir.
he [ILdt.iof Iwo Jima. the Batt e if Oki.

tiawa. aid the atomic boluibiligs ouf Hi-
nvshtinta and NaMgsaki. The first half of
te 20tli century was lUt#tritld by two
world wars. and as the curtain rose on the
..eaud haif. a war-weary US went to bat-
tle once again in Asia while the world
d .w itself into two aned camps.

Appalled by war's tragic human coat,
Bill t'ilbnght's -immodest int" was no
less than the hunanaing of internal.
iottal rela' im ,- to the t.int that men
van lc.am to live In peaCe - Lventuaily
even to cooperte in constnictive actM.
ties -uther than compete in a i iindless
contest of mutual detnitan...,' Dunng

thle 5Oth-anoversary year of Pu .light's
program, as we celebrate the global
react of Ins vision. we properly hl his
"inimirwk.s" achievemneL

IItI eary lY year in J;itUI. ti )r0-
grani fa .sed on bringing outstarxing
,.4liaket lf Ihie ptwar geicratilbi, of

young Japanese to experience US boctua
instituuons and democracy, The results
are found everya'hem- United Nations
Undersecreary-Ceneral Yasushi Akashi
was a Fulbnghte- So were seven current
members of the Diet. the presidents of
two of Japan's LUrgest banks, and more
than 5,000 others who have cared their
experience of American life back to
Japanese couegf. government offices.
business. and cvic organization.

The US wid Jala reap great benefits
front our harmonic s bilateral reltions.
and we s hare a counnoo stakc in 01iobal
security and stability. Our relationship is
solid. nut our societes are -u prnfoundly
different in so many basic areas that it re-
quires great effort roe us to understand
each other.

Practically everyone in Japan
knows about the Fulbright
Program and what It has meant
to this country. The results are
found everywhere.

As in so many endeavors. those who
acquire the tools eauly achieve the mot
sut-cis. The hLtory professor from Ky-
suhu University who as a young scholar
spent a year uI Columbus, Ohio. teaches

.his students with deeper imsighS than
one who has not had that experience. The
recent New York University graduate Liv-
ing for a year with a family near Osaka
wil return to New York to pursue a law
career that wil take a much different di-
reoinn than had she never experienced
Japan. Such seemingly commonplace
events, multiplied many Inmes over. bring
extraordinary benefits to our relations.

The Ptilbnght Program I. eturmously
popular in Japan. When Senator Pt.
bright died Last year. hundreds of former
Fuibnghters gathered for aii elegant
meniortsi servi-e. and virtually every
newspaper ran an ippretaituve story
landing the edtatauniial And Cultural ben-
eflis beustned on -Ao nuny lapaiese.

In recent years. Lhe proporton of
American Fubrightrs relative to tlwjtf
Japanese has grown considerable, so has
the Japanese ftnancial contribution. The
Japanese government now funds the bi.
national program a approxiatety twice
the level of the US. And Japanese alumna
continue to make a generous annual do-
nation, which is devoted to bringing re-
cent US coUege graduates t Japan.

There are many ways to study abroad,
but the Fuibnght Program stands alone.
Practically everyone in Japan knows
about t. aild what it haIs meant to this
country Its marvelous reputation has
been earned not simply by the scholastic
achievements of its outstanding partici-
patLs, but also because F' ubrtghters see
themselves as students. lecturers, or re-
searchers abroad wtio are part of a noble.
larger purpose.

Fuibnght once said. "11an's struggle
to be rational about hinelL about his re-
latlonslip to his iiwn society and the
other peoples and nations involves a con-
ant search for understanding among al

peoples and cultures - a search that -an
ony be elettive whet learning is pur-
sued on a worldwide h.s.s."

Some bay that Vie could war's esid has
drained the urgency Iritm International
exchanges. It's simply not so. The need
to educate citzens %hai have interna-
tional experience and who c-n commumi-
cate and establish relationships across
borders is more compelling than ever.

In the US. we have entered what )S In-
formation A oencydirtor .ioseph u i

Sanera of frugal dp orraky Our
government mut consider with care the
cost-effectiveness of whtm it does. Judged
by that standard, there are few programs
that serve our long-term international-re-
lations goals as fully and effectivey - yet
as inexpensively - as die Ftdbnght Pro-
gram.

AsAnicrici.t1: with i stake na our rel.
tions with tie rest of the world. and par.
ticualy with Japan. we wiU be well
served if oojr political leaders continue
their support of Bill Ftilbnglts vision

U Fno .,ul 'n#' P i %i hdv ,t l1'vib,1 A.o
drde t the US o,,(bosmuor to Jotpoua
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130 Rod Gate Lae
Armhe, MA 01002
June 22, 1996

Dr. Joseph Duffey, Director
United Siatca Intformation Agency
Washington, D.C.

Dear Joe:

Aware that you wil soon he appearing on the Bill to talk about exchange programs. I wanted to urge
yod to do whatever you can to support the Argentine Fulbright Program, which has playd such an
important role in promoting dose relations between Argenina and the United State.

As you may know, I was the principal peaker at the Argentine celebration of thc 50th annivcrsay of
the creation of the Fuibright exdago program and the 40th anniversary ofArgentine participation in
ft Program. My talk at the Argentine Councl for Foreign Relations, which, I am hapoy to say, was
well reoived by an overflow audience that indudod a dozen former Argentine ambassadors, strepd
the improvement that has taken place in our bilateral relations and the role that the Fultg Program
has played In promoting that improvement.

The fact that many loading figures in today's Argentina have a positive attitude toward the United
States is in no ml degree related to their cxpcrlcnoes In this country as Fuibright gr ntee. Among
them arm businessmen like Josd Barbero, chief executive of Metrovias, thc recently privatizcd Buenos
subway system; Manuel Mor y Araujo, head of a major public opinion polling firm; Jos6 Dagnino
Pastoe, former Economy Minister; Pdro David, member of the Adrdmistrattvo Appeals Court; Carlos
Flora, newly dcgnaxtcd ambassador to UNESCO, as well as n=,erous cugicers, doctors,
ecomists, academicians etc. If my figures are co-rect, ova 1350 Argcntnca have benefited from a
Fulbright vcperienoe in the last 40 ycar. The counterpart to this has been the opportunity for
Americans to teach or do research in Argnina with the help ofa Fulbright grant, and thus be in a
position to present a face of Amcica that is more realistic than the images usually portrayed by the

lnema or television.

The Pulbdght Proran has been a great success isofar s fostering cloe relations with Argentina Is
oocred, and it seema to me that maintaining it at cumtt levels would be the bcst guarantee that our
two peoples will continue to view each other in amity and with respect.

Sincerely yours,

Rober AL Potash
Hming Professor of History Emeritus
Unlvity of Massachusetts at Amhcrst



EDnbass of the 1 ,nitC(d States of America

/June 19, 1996

Dr. Joseph D. Duffey
Director
United States Information Agency
301 4th Street, SW
Washington, D.C. 20547

Dear Joe:

As we discussed during your visit to Buenos Aires in February, I believe that the Fulbright
Progr.n is one of the most effective tools we have by which to increase understanding of U.S.
society and values and advance our foreign policy goals and formidable economic interests in
Argentina

Let me give you just one example. To commemorate the 50th anniversary of the Fulbright
Program, the Commission and USIS have organized a series of lectures by distinguished Fulbright
grantees at the Argentine Council on International Relations. Last evening, the guest speaker
happened to be a former Minister of the Economy who spoke persuasively of the benefits of free
markets, economic liberalization, and trade integration. I have no doubt that the world view of
this renowned economist was shaped by his experiences as a young Fulbright exchange student at
the University of California

For each of the last three years, the Government of Argentina has made a grant of $200,000 to
the Fulbright Commission. We have also mobilized support from local foundations and
universities, enabling the Commission to increase the number of scholarships awarded by 60
percent between 1994 and 1996. In this anniversary year, I am asking the major U.S. companies
operating here to consider underwriting special Fulbright scholarships for outstanding Argentine
students who will be tomorrow's leaders in business, government, and education. One company
(ESSO) has already done so.

The credibility and success of these fundraising efforts with the private sector depends
on continued funding at current levels by Congress. While I recognize that the budget situation is
difficult for all agencies, the fact is that the Fulbright Program is an integral and irreplaceable part
of our bilateral relations with Argentina. It would be a shame to back track now. I urge you to
do everything possible to ensure that this program continues to receive the support in Washington
which it needs to be an effective force in American diplomacy.

Sincerely,

O Jares R Cheek



: E ,-bass'of ihe14'dted States of America
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Bonn, Jdi1l 20, t,)96

Mr. Joseph H. Duffey
Director
United States Information Agency
301 4th Street
Washington, D.C. 20547

Dear Dr. Duffey:

I appreciate the opportunity to share my thoughts with you on how
the German-American Fulbright program strengthens the German-American
bilateral relationship.

Since its creation, the Fulbright Commission here has granted
scholarships to 25,000 young scholars and emerging leaders from both
countries. Germany's support for the program is solid; it funds 64% of
the program's budget. As President Herzog said 6n the occAsion of the
Fulbright Program's 50th anniversary, *Fulbriht Prograa . have an
unmistakable political dimension. They are not merely organized events
for the intellectual advancement of individual students and scholars
but are part of the substance of our foreign policy... a policy aimed at
understanding, which in our day and age is more important than ever.,

The Fulbright Commission here is, as you know, a pace-setter.
With German unification, the Commission moved quickly to incorporate
the former East Germany into its program. Over the last 5 years it has
emphasized exchanges with the east, providing professors, teaching
assistants, and researchers to a region that was cut off from democracy
and free inquiry for 60 years, dating back to Hitler's assumption of
power. In 1995-96, alone, one-third of all U.S. grantees were placed
in the new German states, and one fifth of all German students selected
came from the east. Fulbright's unimpeachable integrity, prestige and
flexibility have been vital to the process of transforming and
westernizing dozens of east German institutions of higher education.

One recent success was the creation of the Center for the Study of
the United States in conjunction with the University of Halle.
Fulbright professors were critical to establishing and implementing the
curriculum for this new regional institution, which is supported by the
state of Sachsen/Anhalt and a private German foundation. It receives
no USG funding, but could not have been created without Fulbrighters on
the ground at the beginning.

In addition to the east, the Fulbright Commission is pioneering
new relationships with the private sector. Last year it inaugurated a
new business internship program (at business' expense) for American
Fulbrighters who have completed their academic work. 15 participated,
gaining broader insight into the German economy and society and forging
links which we hope will last them a lifetime.
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This year the Commission joined forces with 10 of the largest
corporations involved in U.S.-German trade (Deutsche Telekom, Goldman
Sachs, Siemens, Dow etc.) to create a private foundation to support the
Fulbright here with financial contributions. 250,000 DM were pledged
on the first fund-raising round.

As you can see, many sources, German and private, provide
substantial leverage for U.S. taxpayer contribution to this remarkable
program. And the Fulbright Commission here works hard to build
understanding for the future. German Fulbrighters are deliberately
dispersed all over the U.S., not concentrated in traditional centers
for international exchanges. And German and American scholars are
invited to use the program to take on difficult, timely questions.
This week we inaugurate a major seminar for American scholars on the
subject of "Jewish Studies in Germany Today.' Next fall the Commission
plans a special seminar on the topic of 'School-to-Work: Learning from
the U.S. and German Experiences."

I consider the Fuibright program in Germany to be essential, not
discretionary. It provides unparalleled depth of contact and
understanding, and it enjoys extraordinary support for the German
government and private sector. I know that you face tough times on the
budget front, but I hope these observations help you build persuasive
argxuents for continued Congressional support.

Sincerely,

J. D. Bindenagel
Charge d'Affaires ad interim



Ernbmy of Mie United States of America
Accra, Ghana

June 20, 1996

Kr. Joseph Duffey
Director
United States Information Agency
301 4th Street, L.W.
Washington, D.C. 20547

Dear Director Duffy:

Academic exchange programs occupy a sort of special place in
Ghanal Kwame Nkrumah was one of a generation of African pioneers
who made their way to U.S. campuso&i before we had formalized and
blessed such programs with the FulbrLght: title. Wandering around
Ghana, whether in the halls of Government or the nascent stock
exchange I am always struck by the dramatic affect that these
academic bonds have had on Ghana.

Ghana's economic reform program has drawn plaudits from the
international donor community for a few years. This is usually
couched in terms of policy reforms, but the bright spots are
really the smaller enterprises that have sprung up to take
advantage of these reforms. The vast majority of these
enterprises - systems analysis, financial services, specialized
services - have been started by Ghanaians returned from their
studies in the U.S. And, on the other aide, a high quality
chocolate factory coming on line is the product of an American
exchange student's dream when he first came to Ghana 15 years
ago.

There's no doubt about itt the Fulbright Program, the
flagship of the academic exchange programs, has laid the
foundations for a very different Ghana. I come across the fruits
of the Fulbright program constantly its alumni fill the highest
ranks of the academic community, government and business.

The Fulbright Program forms such a crucial part of Ghana's
intellectual capital that I can scarcely imagine a Ghana without
it. "Keep up the good work" sounds, in these circumstances, sort
of pallid. But don't let it go - the Fulbright Program is one of
the cornerstones of modern Ghana.

carely,

Edward Brynn
Ambassador



Windhoek

21 June 1996

Mr. Joseph Duffey
Director
United States Information Agency
301 4th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20547

Dear Mr. Duffey:

Namibia Is one of Africa's newest democracies, end It is the primary goal
of this mission to assist with Namibla's efforts to further democracy, strengthen
democratic Institutions, and build a civil society. Education is the key to
succeeding with this goal, and the Fulbright program has been a significant
element In our overall mission efforts to focus on Improving the educational
opportunities for all Namibians, which were severely limited by many years of
apartheid.

In the six years since Namibia gained independence, the Fulbright
program has provided nearly forty Americens as professors, researchers and
advisors to the newly created University of Namibia (UNAM) In the important
areas of computer sciences, law, business admlnistraion, political science,
education, statistics, history, nursing, mrnagemenVeconomics, physics,+
mathematics, linguistics, anthropology, and archaeology. Fourteen Namlblans
have or are pursuing studies at various universities In the United States In the
disciplines of education, law, communications, fisheries and marine resources,
anthropology, International trade, and economics.

The Fulbright program's contribution to building Namibia's democracy
cannot be underestimated. it is a perfect example of t&efact that a modest
Investment can go a very long way in this country of 1.6 million people.
Significant reduction or loss of the program would clearly have a detrimental
effect on the Embassy's ability to promote the U.S. Government's Interests in
one of the few democratic success stories In Africa.

Katherine H. Peterson

Charge d'Affalres
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Statement of
The Alliance for International Educational

and
Cultural Exchange

House Committee on International Relations
Subcommittee on International Operations and

Human Rights

June 25, 1996
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The Alliance for International Educational and Cultural Exchange appreciates the opportunity to
submit testimony to the Subcommittee in support of educational and cultural exchange programs
administered by the United States Information Agency (USIA)

The Alliance is a coalition of 62 non-governmental, nonprofit organizations which conduct a wide
variety of academic, citizen, and youth exchange programs. A list of Alliance member
organizations is appended to this testimony. Some of our members receive USIA funding for
programs; others conduct privately funded programs that receive no financial support from the
federal government. These latter programs rely on the J Visa Exchange Visitor Program,
administered by USIA's Office of the General Counsel, and thus have an important regulatory
relationship with the Agency.

The Cold War has left in its wake dozens of smaller civil, ethnic, and religious conflicts, and an
increased number of nuclear-armed states. In this complex, dangerous new international
environment, exchange and training programs remain among our nation's most cost-effective tools
to advance our national interests. Programs administered by Alliance member organizations with
support from USIA promote democratic reforms, market economies, and a free press, and
encourage international cooperation on critical environmental and public health issues.

With emerging democracies and long-term allies alike, exchange programs provide informal,
effective platforms for the person-to-person exchanges of ideas that lead to genuine cooperation
on matters of important mutual interest. An official in the German chancellor's office recently
told a GAO investigative team that the face-to-face interactions engendered by exchange
programs 'are the foundation of the bilateral relationship. If NATO is not backed by
broad-based people-to-people contacts, it will not be able to prevent the two sides of the Atlantic
from drifting away from each other."

Concrete examples of how federally supported exchange programs support long-term American
policy interests abound:

- The vice president of Bosnia's Social Action Party and the country's former acting prime
minister is a leading force for tolerance and political pluralism in a country that has been ravaged
by sectarian warfare. His political views were shaped during a high school exchange experience in
the United States. He recently told an American youth exchange organization: "I am your
product."

- Leading officials of Egypt's Supreme Constitutional Court recently visited the U.S. to
study the American justice system. The visit, intended to establish a permanent U.S. training
program for Egyptian jurists, had a direct effect on Egyptian Supreme Court decisions on "one
person, one vote" and several human rights issues.

- An El Salvadoran Fulbright grantee in environmental studies played a key role in ending
his country's civil war. By bringing the warring factions together to discuss the effects of the
conflict on the environment, he began a process of dialogue which led directly to the peace in El
Salvador.
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The Alliance for International Educational and Cultural Exchange
Page 2

- American Fulbright professors in Albania have successfully established a journalism
program at the University of Tirana, injecting the concept of pr(.ss freedom into what had been
until recent times one of the world's most closed societies.

- Government officials in Kazakhstan, a nuclear-armed former Soviet republic, receive
training in American methods of public administration from faculty from the University of
Kentucky, supported in part by a USIA grant.

Programs such as these, which typically receive funding from USIA and significant support from a
variety of other sources, are extraordinarily cost-effective. A GAO study indicates that every
federal dollar spent on exchanges attracts 12 dollars in private support. The relatively modest
sums of federal dollars invested in these programs become magnets and magnifiers of resources,
attracting and concentrating private support for priority foreign policy concerns.

The University of Kentucky/Kazakhstan relationship is illustrative. With a relatively modest grant
from USIA to support a university-to-university linkage, Kentucky has attracted additional state
and private funding to support its efforts. In the process, it has made itself a significant player in
supporting an important American interest in promoting democratic and market reforns in
Kazakhstan.

Federally supported exchanges also leverage dollars from foreign governments, particularly in the
Fulbright program, in a way that private programs cannot. Fourteen countries contribute more to
bilateral Fulbright programs than does the United States, and continued reductions in funding will
jeopardize that support. Austria has announced its intention to cut its support by approximately
53 per cent in reaction to declining U.S. funding. In previous years, Austria provided nearly 70
per cent of the total budget for the Austria-U.S. Fulbright program, but will now follow a strict
matching-find policy.

Beyond financial support, exchange and training programs involve literally millions of Americans
in the conduct tf people-to-people foreign policy. Grassroots networks throughout the U.S.
encompass business groups, local governments, fraternal organizations, schools, universities, and
community colleges. This volunteer support is a critical element in the success in the success of
these programs.

American citizens involve themselves in these programs because they recognize the importance of
international engagement for themselves and their communities. America's economic future
depends on its global competitiveness. Trade now represents 25 per cent of our Gross Domestic
Product, and its share is increasing. Sixteen million Americans will be employed in export
industries by #he end of the century. That number will be double what it was in 1990.

12

-4
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The Alliance for International Educational and Cultural Exchange
Page 3

International education fuels American globalization, Our nationwide "tradelurplus" in higher
education brings in nearly $7 billion annually and creates over 100,000 jobs U.S. International
Trade Commission figures indicate that education is our fifth largest service "export".

As trade becomes an ever more important source of American jobs, our markets will continue to
change. Our traditional trading partners in Europe and Asia will remain important, but most
growth -- and most new jobs -- are likely to come from expanding markets in the developing
world. Countries like India, China, and Brazil will be increasingly important sources of American
prosperity. For Americans to share in this new prosperity, we must have globally literate
entrepreneurs -- people who understand languages, cultures, and ways of doing business. We
cannot sell our products if we do not know our customers. By the same token, we cannot
adequately know our customers without cooperation and support at the federal level. Our future
leaders need first-hand experience with these critical and often under-studied countries. We must
continue to welcome and educate foreign students who will become our political friends and
econondc partners.

In the economic realm, we can see the long-term and immediate effects of exchange and training
programs. The fastest growing regional markets for American products -- East Asia and Latin
America -- are led by political and technocratic elites trained largely in the U.S. These leaders,
who attended American universities and high schools, preside over an unprecedented opening of
markets, burgeoning trade, and in many cases, democratic reforms.

As long-term investments in exchange pay off, programs are achieving immediate impact. A Flint,
Michigan, and Togliatti, Russia exchange partnership resulted in a $700 million deal for auto parts
between General Motors and a Russian company. A similar relationship between the state of
Vermont and the Russian state of Karelia led to the opening of six Ben & Jerry's ice cream stores
in Russia, which serve over 3000 Russians daily.

American exchange programs have traditionally been administered through a partnership between
the government and the nonprofit private sector. The Alliance strongly supports USIA, and
continues to believe that an independent Agency will best serve our long-term national interests.
In a time of fiscal restraint, we believe it is important to note that the mission of USIA is achieved
largely through its programs, and we ask the subcommittee to be mindful of the impact of
program cuts on the Agency's effectiveness in carrying out its mandate.

We also believe that as downsizing occurs, the Agency needs to preserve to the maximum extent
possible its overseas posts. In conducting exchange programs, USIS posts select grantees, ensure
conformance to U.S. policy objectives, and maintain ongoing relationships with returnees. Posts
regularly provide important on-the-ground facilitative assistance for privately funded programs
which support the Agency's mandate. These functions a, e critically important and irreplaceable.
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USIA's regulatory function is also crucial. In these times of lean budgets, privately funded
programs run by American nonprofit organizations extend the Agency's reach and efficacy, and
support its mission without the expenditure of federal funds. For example, a wide variety of
training programs, which directly enhance the competitiveness and international connections of
American firms and workers, are entirely funded and administered in the private sector.
Similarly, a wide range of student exchanges at the high school and university levels, camp
counselor exchanges, and summer work/travel programs serve the interests of American citizens
and communities by offering meaningful interactions with all regions of the world. The Alliance
and its member organizations will continue to work with USIA to encourage the right balance
between necessary regulation and empowering the private sector to advance the goals of the
Agency and the Fulbright-Hays Act.

Senator Fulbright noted that exchange programs bring together different kinds of people to learn
side-by-side, building what he called "a capacity for empathy, a distaste for killing other people
and an inclination for peace." At the 40th anniversary of the U.S.-Japan Fulbright program in
1992, President George Bush said of that prestigious bilateral exchange, "Not only have the
grantees benefited from this collaboration. So have our two nations, along with the world,
because the close ties that this exchange fosters between Japan and the United States also help to
redouble our efforts to work for greater security and prosperity for all our peoples."

Problems such as peacekeeping, environmental degradation, the eradication of disease, famine,
and overpopulation cannot be solved by a single country, or on a bilateral basis. Overcoming
these new international challenges will require patient multilateral efforts and a willingness to
understand and listen to the views of other countries. The purposeful interactions generated
through exchange programs -- joint business ventures, cooperative research, institutional and
professional development -- provide a foundation of understanding for working together on
matters of critical national interest.

The Alliance and its 62 member organizations are grateful for the opportunity to submit testimony
to the Subcommittee. With you, we hope to preserve these programs which so successfully
promote our national interests, programs which literally democratize the conduct of our foreign
affairs by involving millions of American citizens in productive international relationships. In
these times of global challenge and possibility, USIA and its exchange programs deserve the
highest possible level of support.
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USIA/AID COORDINATION

Q: Mr. Duffey, as you know, I have been concerned about the duplication in exchange
programs between AID and USIA. There is also the issue of which Agency is best suited
to carry out programs. Which as you know, I don't think that decision should be driven
by who holds the funds, but by which agency has the expertise in a , ven area.

In March you and Mr. Atwood jointly signed a letter describing areas of expertise and
future steps for coordination. The letter states, and I quote: 1) the agencies "will work
together to ensure programs are well managed and fully coordinated"; 2) the agencies will
"study more closely the common elements in programs"; 3) the agencies will "continue to
work to clarify their differing exchanges and training objectives and approaches"; 4) the
agencies are looking into creation ofjoint staff teams to improve coordination; 5) both
agencies will collaborate on methods to leverage more private sector support; and 6) AID
noted they were considering withdrawing from long-term general and undergraduate
academic training.

Please respond to the progress that has been made on these items.

A: USIA's Associate Director for Educational and Cultural Affairs and USAID's Assistant
Administrator for Global Affairs have convened an inter-agency working group that
began meeting in June. At its initial meeting, the working group took up, among other
issues, improved use of our global network of Fulbright commissions to carry out USAID
exchange and training activities. These commissions are tean and effective organizations
with long experience in carrying out these types of programs. Examples of current
USAID cooperation with Fulbright commissions include Egypt and Cyprus. Both sides
agreed to look at other possibilities, including in countries where USAID will no longer
have direct representation.

The two sides have also discussed greater cooperation in English language programs.
USAID has agreed to provide a representative to the interagency group USIA has formed
to improve coordination of USG international English language training activities, which
includes Peace Corps and Departmeni-of Defense representatives. Excellent cooperation
already exists between USIA and the Peace Corps. Our hope is that USAID, which
provides thousands of its participants with supplementary English language training both
in-country and in the United States, will rely to a greater extent on the knowledge and
expertise of USIA's regional English language specialists, many of whom are already
posted overseas under USIS auspices, rather than more costly U.S.-based consultants and
contractors. In some instances, USAID project managers do make use of USIA-affiliated
English teaching centers for their participant training, and our hope is to widen that
practice further.

We are pleased with the progress of consultations to date, and USIA staff is aggressively
pursuing further development of the issues that have been identified.
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USIA/AID RELATIONS IN sou'iI AFRICA

Q: Mr. Loiello, the AID and USIA efforts in South Africa points out that efforts to
coordinate between AID and USIA are still lacking. That is, All) is controlling programs
that are USIA-type activities or should be managed by USIA directly. For example, I
understand that AID rejected a proposed USIS exchange because the AID staffer did not
like the professor USIS wanted to bring to South Africa. What can be done to improve
the coordination? Should program funds be transferred from AID to USIA much as is
done with the Freedom Support Programs for the NIS?

A: Through the historic South African transition to democracy, USAID and USIA have had
a partnership -- originally forged by congress in its "Dire Fmergency" funding to assist
political parties in that country prepare for upcoming elections -- to support the Mission
with tactical professional exchanges to prepare South African for democracy through
exposure to America's experiences. In addition to USIA enhanced funding from its own
resources, the post in South Africa has had several subsequent transfers of funds from
USAID that have helped the Mission respond flexibly to meet urgent policy priorities in a
timely manner. These exchanges have grown as the South African transition gained
momentum after elections -- with priorities shifting toward policy and economic reforms.

We anticipate that the USIA-USAID inter-agency working group, referred to in the
previous answer, will provide a forum in which issues of coordination can be taken up.
Because every new initiative requires complex negotiations about interagency
procedures, financial transfers, rules and legislative mandates, USIA would prefer that it
receive a direct appropriation for South Africa similar to the Freedom Support Programs
for the NIS. In this manner, USIA could conduct its programs in support of Mission
policy priorities without the need for cumbersome interagency pass-through agreements
and negotiations.
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TIBET EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Q: I strongly support the Tibetan exchange program particularly in light of the continued
oppression by China. How much do you expect to allocate for this exchange program in
this fiscal year? How much of a change in funding does this represent?

A: We anticipate awarding a grant this year in the amount of $500.000 to the Tibet Fund for
programs involving Tibetans living outside of Tibet. This level of support would be the
same as in fiscal year 1995.

In addition, we have allocated $100,C00 this year to support an effort to develop new
programs to be carried out in Tibet. While Tibetans have participated in Fulbright,
International Visitor and other China country programs, this new effort would be
designed specifically for Tibet.
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FULBRIGHT PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

Q: The Fulbright program handles the final selection of participant i through a system of
commissions which are supposed to be responsible for rec:ruitnent, selection, and
administration of scholar programs.

a. Questions have been raised as to the necessity of keeping tis system. Is this just
another layer of bureaucracy and what are the costs of sustaining it?

b. Are you considering any streamlining of the process for the American nonprofit
organizations who administer the program?

A: a. The overseas component of the Fulbright Program is administered by bilateral
commissions in fifty countries. The commissions are established through government-to-
government agreements and represent an integral element of U.S. foreign policy with the
partner country. Commissions not only recruit and select participants in their countries to
study, teach and/or do research in the U.S., they also identify placements and support for
U.S. students and scholars in their countries. These same bodies also provide educational
advising services to citizens of their countries interested in non-sponsored study in the
U.S. (there are now 450,000 foreign students coming to the U.S. annually, accounting for
approximately $7.2 billion in revenues).

Perhaps as important as any of the program services that the commissions provide, they
also often serve as the conduits for contributions to the Fulbright Program by partner
governments. Beyond that, they are increasingly involved in private sector outreach in
their countries that yields significant funding and in-kind contributions from local
business, multinationals and other private organizations.

In all they do, the vast majority of Fulbright Commissions operate at an administrative
cost consistently below the average rate for alternative contractors currently operating in
the overseas context. At the Agency's urging over many years and in response to recent
general efforts in downsizing, most Commissions have very successfully reduced staffs,
streamlined administrative procedures, and stepped up efforts to secure additional sources
of funding for program activities. -

In sum, the Agency regards the Fulbright Commissions as an essential part of the
administration of this key U.S. government activity.

b. For several years, the Agcncy has required U.S. cooperating agencies assisting in the
administration of the Fulbright Program and other sponsored exchanges to demonstrate
annually that they have ongoing efforts in place to streamline administrative procedures
and provide services on the most cost-effective basis possible. These efforts have been
facilitated in recent years through improvements in electronic communications and more
sophisticated data tracking. Over the past year streamlining has also meant significant
reductions in program staff as well as more intense efforts to bring in additional cost-
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sharing and direct private contributions. These approaches will continue in FY1997 and
beyond.

The Agency is also assessing the possible benefits of openly competing the Fulbright
administrative grants that have been held by four core grantee organizations over many
years. Before we proceed with that approach, we w-ant to be sure that potential savings
and/or improvements in services would not be outweighed by a significant loss of
continuity or connection with fund-raising networks now in place.
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MUSKIE FELI.OWSt!IP PROGRAM

Q: In the past five years a number of targeted exchange programs have been created for or
limited to students and professionals from the former Soviet Union such as the Muskie
Fellowship Program. Yet the goals of many of these programs, to speed the transition of
former communist governments to market reform and democratization, are just as valid
for Central and Eastern European countries who also suffered rader a legacy of
communist rule. Does the Agency support extension of eligibility for these programs to
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe?

A: USIA believes firmly that we need to maintain our exchange engagement with Central
and Eastern Europe, and the models of programming used in the former Soviet Union
are applicable in facilitating the transitions occurring in Central and Eastern Europe.
However, the expansion of programs such as the Edmund S. Muskie Fellowship and
the Regional Scholar Exchange into Central and Eastern Europe would not be possible
without additional support. If we expanded the programs during this time of shrinking
resources, we would dilute the effectiveness of these programs in all regions. Should
additional funds be made available, we could easily and quickly extend the eligibilty of
these highly successful programs to Central and Eastern Europe. We already conduct a
graduate-level program in the region very similar to the Muskie Program called the
Central and East European Graduate Fellowships, soon to be renamed the Ron Brown
Fellowships, but funding for faculty fellowships and undergraduate programs would
still be needed.
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' U.S. PARTICIPANTS VS. FOREIGN PARTICIPANTS

Q: In looking at the 1994 annual report compiled by USIA. on page 96 is a bar chart
showing U.S. participants vs. foreign participants in exchange programs. Why are there
so many fewer Americans participating in these programs'?

A: The referenced chart is for exchanges and training programs reported by all U.S.
Government agencies and includes programs designed specifically for the training of
foreign participants in the United States, such as the Agency for International
Development's U.S.-Based Participant Training Program and the Department of
Defense's Foreign Military Sales Training Program.

USIA's own exchange programs do support relatively more foreign than U.S.
participants, as indicated in the table on page 82 of the same report. Several USIA
programs, such as the International Visitor and Humphrey Fellowship Programs, are
designed specifically for participants coming to the U.S. from other countries. These
programs advance the vital foreign policy-drive objective of directly exposing current and
future foreign leaders to the policies, values and institutions of U.S. society.
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PROGRAMS IN WESTERN EUROPE AND CANADA

Q: With reductions in the exchange budget, do you anticipate that there will be a regional
shift from Western Europe and Canada to other parts of the world? Is USIA reevaluating
their regional priorities?

A: We are, indeed, reevaluating regional distribution of resources as part of an ongoing
review of Agency priorities. USIA direct obligations for exchange programs in Western
Europe and Canada already are the lowest of the six geographic areas, and would be
significantly lower than all others were it not for the relatively large, Congressionally-
mandated Congress-Bundestag Program in Germany. In terms of the number of
participants in USIA-supported exchange programs, the relatively high number coming
from or going to Western Europe largely reflect the high levels of cost-sharing by the
governments of those countries, especially for academic exchange programs. Even so,
some eighty percent of the participants in all USIA exchange programs were in areas
outside Western Europe, with the largest concentration (46%) in Eastern Europe and the
NIS.

We are reevaluating priorities in the light of competing needs for diminishing resources.
At the same time, though, we are mindful of the traditional strategic importance of
Western Europe to the U.S. and its policy interests. Western Europe is our biggest
trading partner, and the countries of NATO and the European Union are our main allies
on a host of international issues.



CORE GRANTEES

Q: USIA lists 7 "core" grantees. Please provide an explanation for maintaining this core list,
and if there is consideration for changing the procedure for ak arding these grants.

A: USIA's Office of Citizen Exchanges currently solicits, on a non-competitive basis, annual
grant proposals from seven organizations. Some of these organizations are involved in
implementing bilateral accords, based on agreements with their counterpart organizations,
which are usually affiliated with the partner country. Other organizations are judged to
have expertise or networks of contacts (e.g., the partnerships developed by Sister Cities
International or the Partners of the Americas) that are uniquely effective in meeting
Agency exchange program objectives.

The procedure for awarding these grants has changed over time. The approach to dealing
with these organizations, and the identification of the organizations themselves, were
originally discussed with the Congress in the early 1980s, partly in response to
Congressional interest in particular organizations or programs. Since then, funding r f
several organizations on the original list has been discontinued, and the Agency has
focused attention on working with the remaining organizations to focus our support on
activities that specifically support Agency objectives and priorities.


